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SUMMARY 

Early ball games can be viewed as a point of reference in understanding the history of rugby. 

From the Greeks that played Episkyros, a ball game, where the ball was caught with their hands, 

to the Romans playing a ball game named Harpastum during the fifth century BCE, to the 

modern-day professional game of rugby, the game has always been brutal and not for the faint-

hearted. Consequently, the game developed a broadly defined masculine character. Not 

surprisingly, the recording and writing of women’s rugby history progressed in the shadow of 

a male dominant narrative. Hence, the current study aimed to reconstruct performance 

narratives of three historically significant Springbok women’s rugby players between 2002 and 

2016. These players were selected according to the following criteria: they all played 

Springbok rugby between 2002 and 2016; they played either fifteens, sevens or both codes at 

international level; each won the player-of-the-year award and/or captained the Springbok team 

and they participated in at least one World Cup tournament. To be included in the study, the 

participants had to meet three of these five criteria. 

The first player, Ingrid Botha, was found to be significant for the study, because she represented 

South Africa at national level from 2003 to 2008. She captained the 2006 South African 

Women Rugby World Cup team in two games at that tournament, against England and Ireland. 

Botha was also awarded the ‘British Airways Women's Rugby Achiever of the Year’ in 2005. 

The next player I presented was Yolanda Meiring. Her rugby career spanned from 2002 to 

2016. She was a South African international player in both the fifteens and sevens games 

between 2004 and 2013. Meiring played in four World Cups, two Women’s Sevens Rugby 

World Cups (2009 and 2013) and two fifteens Women’s Rugby World Cups in 2006 and 2010. 

She was recognised for her achievements by being awarded the Meiring Peyer Women’s 

Achiever of the Year in 2012.  

The third player was Lorinda Brown. She played rugby between 2000 and 2017, and as an 

international player between 2003 and 2016 in both the fifteens and sevens versions of the 

game. Playing in two fifteens Women’s Rugby World Cups in 2010 and 2014-, and two-

Women’s Sevens Rugby World Cups in 2009 and 2013, she captained the Springboks for the 

first time during the 2010 Women’s Rugby World Cup against Australia, and the Springbok 

sevens team in 2014 against England.  
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All three players played in one or more World Cup tournaments, won Springbok Player of the 

Year, two of the three played both fifteens and sevens rugby, two of the players captained the 

Springboks at least once. 

Keywords: Reconstructionism, Performance Narratives, Women’s Rugby, Historically 

Significant, Springbok rugby.
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OPSOMMING 

Vroeë balspele kan gesien word as ’n verwysingspunt om die geskiedenis van rugby te 

verstaan. Van die Grieke wat Episkyros gespeel het, ’n balspel waar die bal met die hande 

gevang is, tot die Romeine, wat ŉ spel genaamd Harpastum, tydens 5 VC gespeel het, tot en 

met die hedendaagse professionele spel van rugby, was die spel nog altyd brutaal en nie vir die 

fyngevoelige  nie. Gevolglik het die spel ŉ breë gedifineerde manlike karakter aangeneem.  Dit 

is dus te verstane dat die optekening en beskrywing van vroue-rugbygeskiedenis deurentyd 

gevorder het in die skaduwee van die dominante manlike narratief. Dus het die huidige studie 

dit ten doel gehad om die prestasies van drie histories betekenisvolle 

Springbokvrouerugbyspelers van 2002 tot 2016  te staaf en te rekonstruktureer. dDie 

Springbokvroue-rugbyspelers was geselekteer  volgens die volgende kriteria: hulle het vir die 

Springbokke tussen 2002 en 2016 gespeel, hulle het óf in vyftiens, óf sewes, óf in albei 

weergawes op Springbokvlak gespeel; hulle het die speler-van-die-jaar-toekenning ontvang 

en/of was kaptein van die Springbokspan en e het aan minstens een Wêreldbekertoernooi 

deelgeneem. Minstens drie van die vyf kriteria moes aan voldoen word. 

 

Die eerste speler was Ingrid Botha. Sy het van 2003 tot 2008 in vyftiens op nasionale vlak 

gespeel, was ’n lid van die 2003 SA Presidentiële XV en was lid van die eerste 

Springbokvrouespan in 2004. Sy het aan die 2006 Vrouerugbywêreldbeker deelgeneem en was 

kaptein tydens twee van die wedstryde. Botha het die ook die British Airways Women's Rugby 

Achiever of the Year in 2005 ontvang.  

Yolanda Meiring het Springbokrugby in die vyftiens- en sewesspanne van 2004 tot 2013 

gespeel, sy het in vier Wêreldbekertoernooie gespeel: twee sewestoernooie in 2009 en 2013, 

en twee vyftienstoernooie in 2006 en 2010. Meiring het ook die Peyer Women’s Achiever of 

the Year in 2012 ingepalm.   

Die laaste narratief was dié van Lorinda Brown. Sy het op nasionale vlak, van 2003 tot 2016 

gespeel, vir beide die vyftiens- en sewesspanne. Sy het in twee vyftiens-Wêreldbekers, in 2010 

en 2014 gespeel, en in twee sewes-Wêreldbekers in 2009 en 2013. Sy was kaptein van die 

Springbokke tydens die wedstryd teen Australië in die 2010-Wêreldbekerwedstryd en was vir 

die eerste keer Springboksewes-kaptein in 2014 teen Engeland.  
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Al drie spelers het in een of meer Wêreldbekertoernooie gespeel, en het almal die Springbok-

‘Speler van die Jaar’-toekenning gewen. Twee van die drie spelers het beide vyftiens- en sewes-

rugby gespeel, twee van die drie spelers was minstens een keer kaptein van die Springbokke.    

Kernwoorde: Rekonstruktureer, Vroue Rugby, Histrories Betekenisvol, Springbok Rugby, 

Prestasie Narratief. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

1.1 Introduction 

In coming to an understanding of the history of football union, known as rugby, early ball 

games can be used as a point of reference. Most of these ball games were played by men, not 

women. Around 388–311 BCE, Greek men played Episkyros, a ball game where the ball was 

passed and caught with both hands. The Romans played a ball game called Harpastum during 

the fifth century BCE.1 There is evidence that in the Far East, a type of football, known as Cuju 

or Tsu Chu, which means ‘kick the ball’, was played by Chinese noblemen as part of military 

training, approximately two thousand years ago. Frescoes from the Later Han dynasty in China 

(25–220 CE), however, portray stylised female figures playing Cuju, a ball game.2 In Japan, a 

ball game, Kemari, game was mentioned in a document dated 611 CE and Calcio or Giuoco 

del calcio fiorentino in Florence, Italy.3 I could find no evidence of women playing these 

games. 

Rugby, and sport in general, has historically served to legitimise and reinforce a gender 

dichotomy by making men “masculine” through overly emphasising characteristics of brute 

physical strength and endurance.4 This, according to the social and cultural historian, Particia 

Vertinsky, resulted in the monopolisation and masculinisation of leisure activities such as 

rugby, and ultimately was crucial in upholding patriarchy. Therefore, rugby history remains, 

to date, the history of male participation. It is a truism that this history has traditionally been 

genderised, focusing on masculinity and men's history, to the exclusion of the ‘other’ sex.5 In 

the South African context, elite rugby performance history has always been viewed from 

developments and traditions within the premier male Currie Cup competition, dating back to 

 
1 Gerhard Roodt, The DNA of Rugby Football. A Short History of the origin of rugby football. (Johannesburg: 

Partridge, 2015),3,4. 
2 M Kochetkova, “Modern Sports Played in Ancient China.” Daily Art Magazine. 22 July,2020, 

https://www.dailyartmagazine.com/sports-ancient-china/ 
3 Gerhard Roodt, The DNA of Rugby Football. A Short History of the origin of rugby football. (Johannesburg: 

Partridge,2015),5,10. 
4 Helena Tolvhed, “Sex Dilemmas, Amazons and Cyborgs: Feminist cultural studies and sport,” Culture 

Unbound Journal of Current Cultural Research, (2013):273-289, (PDF) Sex Dilemmas, Amazons and Cyborgs: 

Feminist Cultural Studies and Sport (researchgate.net) 
5 Patricia A Vertinsky, “Gender Relations, Women’s history and Sport History: A Decade of Changing 

enquiry,1983-1993,” Journal of Sport History 21, no.1 (1994):1, Gender Relations, Women's History and Sport 

History: A Decade of Changing Enquiry, 1983-1993 on JSTOR 
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1889. Due to the lack of research pertaining to women’s rugby in South Africa, there is a need 

for creating historical accounts of the ‘other’ sex.6 

1.2  Women’s rugby: A history 

Women had infiltrated male rugby schools, although only slightly and almost unobservable by 

the late nineteenth century. This was the case with Emily Frances Valentine when she attended 

Porta Royal School, Enniskillen, County Fermanagh, Ireland, in 1887.7 Valentine’s history is 

non-fictional, unlike the Rugby School myth, surrounding William Webb Ellis.8 There is little 

evidence to support the popular believe that Webb Ellis created the game of rugby, when ‘Ellis 

disregarded this rule and, on catching the ball, instead of retiring backwards, rushed forwards 

with the ball in his hands towards the opposite goal.’9 In her memoirs, Valentine recorded her 

experience.  

One day I at last got a chance. It was just a school scratch match, and they were one man 

short. I was about ten years old. I plagued them to let me play. “Oh, all right come on 

then.” Off with my overcoat and hat – I always wore boys’ boots anyhow, so that was all 

right. She elaborates on how she scored her first try.10 

 

Valentine’s words indicate that she, as a member of the so-called ‘other’ sex was an unwelcome 

intruder in the male domain of the newly codified game of rugby. Her admittance into the game 

was unique and not a generally accepted practice. However, women do have a long history of 

football (soccer and rugby) that challenged male hegemony. According to Connell and 

Messerschmidt,11 hegemonic masculinity refers to “a collective pattern in which stereotypical 

male traits are venerated as the masculine cultural ideal, describing how and why men uphold 

the dominant social roles over women and other groups considered to be feminine”.12 

Male hegemony over women’s sport was not restricted to the rugby fraternity. It also extended 

to other sporting codes. On 5 December 1921, for example, the Football Association (FA) 

 
6 This study foregrounds women's rugby. Unless otherwise stated, this is the version that is referred to in the 

study.  
7 Roy Case, The Pebble in my shoe. An Anthology of women’s cricket. (Bloomington: Author House,2018),4. 
8 FJG van der Merwe, Sportgeskiedenis.‘n Handleiding vir Suid-Afrikaanse Studente. (Stellenbosch: FJG 

Publikasies,2009),137. 
9 Sean Smith, The Union Game. A Rugby History. (London, BBC Worldwide Ltd,1999),19,20.  
10 John Birch, “Emily Valentine the first lady of rugby,” World Rugby Museum, 13 August,2014, 

https://worldrugbymuseum.blog/2014/08/13/emily-valentine-the-first-lady-of-rugby/. 
11RW Connell and James W. Messerschmidt, “Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Concept,” Gender and 

Society 9, 6 (2005): 829-859, Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Concept on JSTOR 
12 Amy E Street, Christina M Dardis, “Using a social construction of gender lens to understand gender 

differences in posttraumatic stress disorder,” Clinical Psychology Review 66, no.12 (2018):99, Using a social 

construction of gender lens to understand gender differences in posttraumatic stress disorder - ScienceDirect 
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banned its members from allowing women’s football to be played on their grounds, although 

they could still play the sport, but only at recreational level and they were not allowed to act as 

lineswomen or referees for women’s games. The statement released by the FA stated that 

football was unsuitable for women and should not be encouraged. Even medical doctors agreed 

that it might cause physical risk to the women. This was not the first or last time that men 

enforced legislation regarding what women can and cannot do with their bodies.13 This 

enforced exodus from FA grounds lasted for 50 years and was only lifted in 1971.14  

The earliest documented and recorded women’s club match comes from France, in front of 

thousands of spectators at Toulouse Femina Sports, on 1 May 1968. Due to the success of the 

event at Toulouse Femina Sports on that day, the first national association for women’s rugby 

union was formed and was referred to as the Association Francaise de Rugby Feminin (AFRF) 

at Toulouse, in 1970. Social and political developments outside rugby in the 1970s in United 

States of America (USA) and Canada led to an increased attraction to the game for women. 

Here we can refer to the passing of equal rights statutes and the visibility of the women’s 

liberation movements in the USA. By 1972, universities in Missouri, Colorado and Illinois 

were playing women’s rugby and by 1978 there were enough teams to establish a national 

tournament in Chicago.15 

On the European continent, universities such as Wageningen in the Netherlands started playing 

women’s rugby in 1975 and in the same year clubs appeared in Spain: Arquitectura in Madrid, 

and Osas in Barcelona.16 The Netherlands, Canada, and Italy soon also started organising club 

structures. Provincial championships were hosted in New Zealand in 1980, followed by the 

first recorded overseas tour by a UK team, when a London University team toured France in 

1982. The first women’s international match took place on 13 June 1982, with France winning 

4-0 against the Netherlands in Utrecht.17  

From 1983 onwards, there was an increase in the establishment of national governing bodies 

for women’s rugby. In Britain, the Women’s Rugby Football Union (WRFU) was established 

 
13Jim weeks, “Throwback Thursday: Women's Football Banned by the FA,” Vice, December 4 ,2015, Throwback 

Thursday: Women's Football Banned by the FA (vice.com) 
14 Jim weeks, “Throwback Thursday: Women's Football Banned by the FA,” Vice, December 4, 2015, Throwback 

Thursday: Women's Football Banned by the FA (vice.com)  
15Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby, May 4,2015,Women’s rugby | WORLD of RUGBY 

(wordpress.com)  
16Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby, May 4,2015,Women’s rugby | WORLD of RUGBY 

(wordpress.com) 
17  Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby,  May 4, 2015, Women’s rugby | WORLD of RUGBY 

(wordpress.com) 
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in 1983, governing the game across the British Isles. This was followed by Lega Nazionale 

Rugby Feminile (LNRF) in Italy in 1984 and the Women’s International Rugby Board (WIRB) 

in 1988. In 1989, Women’s Rugby Union began in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(USSR), while the AFRF integrated into the Federation Francaise de Rugby (FFR).18 

By late 1989 the game was played over vast geographical areas in the northern hemisphere and 

the Pacific. In 1990, Christchurch, New Zealand, hosted the first international women’s rugby 

tournament called the RugbyFest, with the host nation winning the tournament. Four national 

teams participated, as well as club sides. The competing nations were the United States of 

America (USA), USSR, the Netherlands, and New Zealand.19 A modern era of rugby was 

introduced by the two Women’s Rugby World Cups (WRWC) were played in 1991 and 1994. 

Neither tournament was authorised by the International Rugby Board (IRB), since women's 

rugby did not have the exposure, let alone the backing, of national unions. The inaugural 

tournament in 1991 in Cardiff was concluded with the United States defeating England 19-6. 

Edinburgh hosted the second tournament in 1994, with England defeating the United States 38-

2 in the final.20 

In 1997 the first Hong Kong Women’s Sevens tournament was played, with New Zealand 

dominating the scene between 1997 and 2007. The significance of the 1998 WRWC is the 

acknowledgment of the permanency of women’s rugby by the all-male IRB. The full backing 

of the IRB was given in time for the 1998 event in the Netherlands, making it the inaugural 

official WRWC tournament. This was also the first tournament in which a team from the 

southern hemisphere participated and won the tournament: New Zealand defeated the United 

States 44-12.21 

In the first two WRWC tournaments, the dominant teams came from countries that did not have 

a strong men’s rugby tradition, teams from the United States and Canada. The women’s game 

advanced rapidly in these countries, especially in sevens rugby, with their teams ranking higher 

than their male counterparts. With the all-time sevens series statistics, both the US and 

Canadian women’s teams win percentages were higher than the men: the Canadian women had 

 
18 Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby, May 4, 2015, Women’s rugby | WORLD of RUGBY 

(wordpress.com) 
19 Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby, May 4, 2015, Women’s rugby | WORLD of RUGBY 

(wordpress.com) 
20 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup,” accessed 17 April, 2020, Rugby Football History 
21 Safa Khan, “History of women’s rugby in Ontario,” Rugby Ontario, accessed September 15, 2020,  Content 

Page – Page 10029095 – Rugby Ontario 
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a 70%-win rate compared to the men’s 44%, and the US women with 57% against the 45% of 

their male counterparts.22 

The first Women’s Rugby tournament outside of Europe took place in 2006 with Canada 

hosting the tournament. The final was contested between England and New Zealand with the 

Black Ferns from New Zealand winning 25-17.23 The next major development in rugby was 

when Dubai hosted the first ever Rugby World Cup Sevens women's competition in 2009, 

which ran alongside the men's event. This was a significant move, as the Emirates is more 

known for violating women’s rights than promoting it. This is borne out by the fact that the 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) does not recognise Article 2f of the United Nations Convention 

for Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),24 since the 

convention is in conflict with Sharia law.25 

Sixteen nations participated, with emerging nations such as China, Thailand, and Uganda also 

competing against the ultimate winner, Australia. This was an indication of a growing global 

attraction.26 

European countries, however, remained the preferred venue for the 2010 and 2014 WRWC 

events. England was the host nation to a robust and highly competitive 2010 WRWC 

tournament. Not even a packed Twickenham Stadium or three yellow cards against New 

Zealand could secure England a home ground victory, as the Black Ferns secured a fourth 

successive win. At the same time, an international rugby series, known as the Nations Cup, had 

developed, and was organised between England, Canada, and the United States, with guest 

teams from South Africa, Wales, and France. The series also accommodated under-20 and 

senior teams in separate tournaments. In 2010, the fifteens Springbok team participated in this 

Nations Cup in Canada as preparation for the IRB Women’s World Cup. However, the South 

African women performed poorly and lost 0-39 against the United States, 17-35 against Canada 

and drew 17-17 against France.27 

 
22 Anon, “Women’s stats,” accessed September 20, 2020, https://www.world.rugby/sevens-

series/teams/womens/3967/stats  
23 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup: The story so far,” Rugby World Cup, August 4, 2017, Women's Rugby 

World Cup: The story so far ｜ Rugby World Cup 2021 
24Article 2f of UN CEDWA - “To take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish 

existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women.”  
25 Sharia Law - religious law forming part of the Islamic tradition.  
26 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup,” accessed 17 April 2020, Rugby Football History 
27 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2010, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2010),384,385. 
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By 2014 the WRWC, hosted in France, revealed how the playing power had shifted away from 

New Zealand. Here, Ireland caused one of the biggest upsets in the history of the tournament, 

by ending the unbeaten record of 20 matches by New Zealand at the WRWC.28
  It was also a 

victory that highlighted the levels of scientific coaching advancement in the game. The Irish 

captain, Fiona Coghlan, stated that pre-season preparation and game analysis of New Zealand 

secured the win. As they knew that their fitness would play an important role in their campaign, 

they focused on fitness and a specific game plan against New Zealand during the pre-season.29
  

The first Women’s Sevens World Series was launched in 2012,30 in preparation for the Olympic 

Games in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. Rugby last appeared at the Olympic Games in the 1924 Paris 

Olympics, in the full 15-a-side version and with only men participating. The inaugural Rio de 

Janeiro sevens tournament ended a 92-year waiting period.31 With the return to the Olympics, 

the inclusion of women’s teams, rugby has become a fully-fledged Olympic code. Growth was 

phenomenal and by 2019, the women’s sevens series took place in six global destinations with 

11 core regular teams, the 12th team at each round being an invitational team.32 short summary 

of the development of women’s rugby in the major playing nations is necessary to comprehend 

the historical roadmap leading to this worldwide development. 

France 

France is one of the most successful European teams. The first fully documented and recorded 

club game took place in France on 1 May 1968. The first national association for women’s 

rugby union was formed, known as the Association Francaise de Rugby Feminin (AFRF) at 

Toulouse, in 1970.33
 In 1982, a memorandum of understanding was signed between the AFRF 

and the French Rugby Federation.34 During the same year, the French women played in their 

first international game against the Netherlands. They play both fifteens and sevens rugby at 

 
28 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup: The story so far,” Rugby World Cup, August 4, 2017, 
https://www.rugbyworldcup.com/2021/news/269111 
29 Anon, “Coghlan: We believed we could do it,” Rugby World Cup, April 19, 2020,  
https://www.rugbyworldcup.com/news/568646 
30 Anon, “History of Rugby Sevens,” World Rugby, November 9, 2014, 
https://www.world.rugby/sevens/history-of-sevens 
31 Jack Stubbs, “Successful Rio return gives rugby confidence in Games future,” Reuters, August 12, 2016, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-olympics-rio-rugby-future-idUSKCN10N087 
32 Anon, “2019/2020 Is a huge year in the sevens calendar!” HSBC New Zealand Sevens, accessed 5 August 
2021,https://www/sevens.co.nz/about/about-the-series/ 
33 Anon, “Women’s Rugby,” World of Rugby, May 2, 2015, 
https://worsa.wordpress.com/2015/05/02/womens-rugby/ 
34 French Rugby Federation – The governing body for rugby in France, establish in 1919 for male teams.  
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the national level. France is ranked in the top four of the world rankings and won several 

European, as well as Six Nations titles.35 

Netherlands  

The Netherlands participated in the first women’s rugby international test match in Utrecht on 

13 June 1982, against France. In preparation for the Women’s Rugby World Cup in 2006, 

South Africa played a two-test series against the Netherlands, South Africa winning both 

matches. Presently, the Netherlands play predominantly sevens rugby, but participated in three 

World Cups in the fifteens format. The Netherlands also introduced the first professional 

women’s rugby programme for sevens rugby in 2011 with the aim to qualify for the 2016 Rio 

Olympics.36 

England  

The national team of England is known as the Red Roses. The governing body responsible for 

women’s rugby in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, the Women’s Rugby Football Union 

for Women (WRFU) was established in 1983. In 1994, the Rugby Football Union for Women 

(RFUW) was formed in England, replacing the Women’s Rugby Football Union.37  

In 2009, the RFUW and the Rugby Football Union (RFU), the governing body of the men’s 

game, merged, with the women now using the same logo and badge, Red Roses. The inaugural 

test match was played on 5 April 1987 against Wales. They participated in the Women’s Six 

Nations, winning 16 out of their 25 games. They competed in all eight Women’s World Cups 

since 1991, and won it twice, in 1994 and in 2014. This gave them a ranking of number one in 

the world. In January 2019, the Red Roses became the first women’s rugby team in the world 

to become professional, after each member of the England team received full-time contracts.38 

The sevens team are one of the core teams on the World Rugby Women’s Sevens Series and 

competed in three Women’s World Cup Sevens tournaments. 

Wales  

 
35 John Birch, “France,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/france 
36 John Birch, “Netherlands”, Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/features/save-

african-test-rugby 
37 John Birch, “England,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://scrumqueens.com/country/england 
38 Anon, “The Evolution of Women’s Rugby,” Champions Rugby, January 1, 2018, 

https://rugbyspeakersuk.com/news/evolution-womens-rugby 
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The first test for the Wales women’s rugby team was on 5 April 1987, when they played against 

England. Wales hosted the first Women’s Rugby World Cup in 1991, with their best result in 

1994 when they finished in fourth place. Wales participated in both formats of the game, sevens 

and fifteens since 1987.39 

United States of America  

Women’s rugby has been played in the United States since 1972 at three universities, namely 

Colorado State University, University of Colorado, and University of Illinois. The national 

team was officially formed in 1987, nicknamed the Eagles. Their first international match was 

played on 14 November 1987 against Canada. After that match, they competed in all the events 

of the WRWC and won the inaugural 1991 championship. A Washington Women’s Rugby 

Football Club (known as the Furies) toured South Africa in 2003, the first tour of its kind.40 

The sevens team is also known as the Eagles and is a core team on the women’s international 

sevens series. They participated in all three Women’s Rugby World Cup sevens, in 2009, 2013 

and 2018 and also played in the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, finishing in the fifth place.41 

Canada   

During a male sevens tournament in 1974 the following two institutions fielded women’s teams 

for a match, Douglas College and Capilano College. However, pioneering women’s rugby in 

Canada, that is unofficial provincial championships, were only held in 1983. The first official 

national championship was held in 1987. Canada participated in all eight of the WRWC 

championships since 1991 but played their first international game on 14 November 1987 

against the United States of America.  42 

The Canadian sevens team, as their southern neighbours- the Eagles, formed part of the core 

teams on the circuit of the World Rugby Women’s Sevens Series, participating in all three 

World Cup events and in the 2016 Rio Olympics. Canada is amongst the top six women’s 

rugby-playing nations in the world.43 

New Zealand  

 
39 John Birch, “Wales,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/wales 
40 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks. Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),202.  
41 John Birch, “USA,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://scrumqueens.com/country/usa  
42 John Birch, “Canada,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://scrumqueens.com/country/canada 
43 John Birch, “Canada,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://scrumqueens.com/country/canada   
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The Black Ferns, as the national women’s rugby team of New Zealand is known, are the current 

Women’s Rugby World Cup champions and had won the trophy five times. They played in 

seven WRWCs and only missed the 1994 tournament. New Zealand raked in the most World 

Cup wins by any female team. The Black Ferns played their first international test on 26 August 

1990 against the Netherlands.44  

Black Ferns Sevens are the reigning women’s Rugby World Cup Sevens champions (2022) 

and a core team on the circuit. They won two of the three Rugby World Cup Sevens 

championships in which they competed, in 2014 and 2017. They took second place in 2009. 

The Black Ferns are the only women’s international side who had won at least one game against 

every opponent.45  

Japan  

The national women’s rugby team of Japan, also known as the Sakura (or Cherry Blossoms), 

made their test debut at the 1991 Women’s World Cup against France. The Sakura participated 

in both fifteens and sevens events. The fifteens national team won the Asia Rugby Women’s 

Championship46 in 2015, 2016 and 2017. The national sevens team participated in tournaments 

such as Hong Kong Women’s Sevens,47 World Rugby Women’s Sevens series48 and the 2016 

Rio Olympics, after winning the Asian Rugby Football Women’s Sevens Olympic qualifier in 

2015.49 

Ireland  

One of the earliest women recorded to play rugby, Emily Valentine, started playing in 1887 in 

Enniskillen, Ireland. Their first Irish international game however was played against Scotland 

much later in 1993. Currently, they participate in the Six Nations, winning it twice in 2013 and 

 
44 Alison Donnelly, “World Cup Preview:New Zealand,” August 7,  2017, 

https://www.scrumqueens.com/features/world-cup-preview-new-zealand 
45 John Birch, “New Zealand,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/new-

zealand 
46 Asia Rugby Women’s Championship – Established in 2006, qualifying tournament for Asian women's teams 

in the lead up to the Rugby World Cup. Participating teams: China, Hong Kong, Japan, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Uzbekistan. 
47 Hong Kong Women’s Sevens – Sevens tournament in Hong Kong, one of the biggest sevens tournaments in 

the world, 1997 was the first time women participated at this tournament. 
48 World Rugby Sevens Series – Previously known as the IRB Women’s Sevens Challenge Cup in 2011, the 

inaugural series took place in 2012, with a series of international sevens tournaments for women, teams compete 

for the title by accumulating points in the various tournaments.  
49 John Birch, “Japan,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/asia 
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2015 and the European Championships. Their first appearance at the Women’s World Cup was 

in 1994 and they participated in seven of the WRWC tournaments to date.    

The Irish Women’s Rugby Football Union (IWRFU) organised rugby on a voluntary basis from 

1991 and merged with the Irish Rugby Football Union (IRFU) in 2009.50 The Irish women’s 

sevens team is a professional team, unlike the fifteens team, as the sevens team has 11 players 

contracted to the IRFU. They participated in two Women’s World Cup Sevens tournaments, in 

2013 and 2018.51 

Scotland   

The Scottish Women’s Rugby Union (SWRU) was responsible for the running of women’s 

rugby in Scotland since 1993. In June 2009 they integrated with the Scottish Rugby Union 

(SRU). The first test match was on 14 February 1993 against Ireland in Edinburgh.52 

The Scottish team competes in both the Six Nations and European Championships, competed 

in five Women’s World Cups, and was the host of the World Cup tournament in 1994.53 The 

national sevens team still needs to gain promotion to the Rugby Europe Grand Prix to become 

part of the World Rugby Sevens series.54 

Kazakhstan and Russia 

The national governing body for both male and female rugby in Kazakhstan is the Qazagstan 

Rugby Federation, which is a member of both Asia and World Rugby. Rugby has been played 

in the Russian Empire since 1908 by men, with the Moscow Championship starting in 1934 

and the Soviet Championship in 1936. Kazakhstan had its own team within the USSR.55  

The women’s team played their first international game only in 1993 against Germany and 

played in six WRWCs since 1994.56 During the 2009 season, a Russian Women’s Sevens team 

 
50 John Birch, “Ireland,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/ireland 
51 Kinsella Murray, “IRFU to pull three key Ireland players from Six Nations to go on 7s duty,” The 42, 

February 21,2017, https://www.the42.ie/ireland-six-nations-pulled-sevens-duty-3251408-Feb2017/ 
52 Lydia Furse, “Ireland and Scotland celebrate 25years,” February 14, 2018, 

https://www.scrumqueens.com/features/ireland-and-scotland-celebrate-25-years 
53 John Birch, “Scotland,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, https://www.scrumqueens.com/country/scotland 
54 Anon, “Scotland women’s sevens appoint Wright,” Planetrugby, March 27, 2017, 

https://www.planetrugby.com/scotland-womens-sevens-appoint-wight/  
55 Anon, “Qazagstan Rugby Federation,” Asia Rugby, accessed February 27, 2021, 
https://www.asiarugby.com/unions/kazakhstan/ 
56 Anon, “Qazagstan Rugby Federation,” Asia Rugby, accessed February 27, 2021, 
https://www.asiarugby.com/unions/kazakhstan/ 
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trained in Pretoria in preparation of the World Cup Sevens tournament in Dubai.57 According 

to Graham Bentz, the current assistant coach and strength and conditioning specialist of the 

Russian women’s sevens team, the financial backing that the Russian teams receive outweighs 

that of the South African and many other teams.58 In 2013, a World Cup Sevens tournament 

was held in Moscow.59 

Australia 

In 1993, the Australian Women’s Rugby Union chose the name the ‘Wallaroos’ for the newly 

formed Australian fifteens team. The team was named after one of the oldest clubs in Australia, 

Wallaroo Football Club, which was established in 1870. They played their first test match on 

2 September 1994, against New Zealand. The Wallaroos have competed in the Women’s World 

Cup since 1998, with their best finish in third place in 2010.60 The Australian Sevens National 

team is known only as Australia, one of the core teams on the World Rugby Women’s Sevens 

series. They were the champions of this series in 2015 and 2016, won the 2009 Women’s 

Sevens World Cup and were the gold medal winners at the Rio Olympics in 2016.61 

Samoa  

The national women’s team representing Samoa at rugby, is also known as Manusina, meaning 

white bird in Samoan. They played their first test match in 2000 against Japan. Manusina 

played in three Women’s World Cups, with their first appearance at the 2002 WRWC. The 

Samoan rugby sevens team was runners up during the 2011 Pacific Games and the 2007 

Oceania Women’s Sevens Championship.62 

Uganda  

The Lady Cranes, the national women’s team of Uganda, played in their first international 

match in 2006 against Rwanda. They played in the Elgon Cup against neighbours Kenya on an 

annual basis since 2006. This is the oldest and longest running women’s rugby international 

 
57 Riaan van der Merwe, text message to MMW Louw, November 5, 2020. 
58 Graham Bentz, text message to MMW Louw, March 1, 2021. 
59 Mike Chiari, “Rugby World Cup Sevens 2013:Men and Women’s Draw,Dates,Schedule and Teams,” June 

26, 2013, https://bleacherreport.com/articles/1685044-rugby-world-cup-sevens-2013-men-and-womens-draw-

dates-schedule-and-teams 
60 Anon, “The History of the Buildcorp Wallaroos,” Wallaroos, accessed February 21, 2021, 

https://wallaroos.rugby/about/about-us/our-history 

 
61 Anon, “Teams and Comps,” Rugby Australia, accessed February 27, 2021, 

https://australia.rugby/about/teams-and-comps 
62 Anon, “Samoa,” Lakapi Samoa, accessed August 21, 2021, https://manusamoa.com/site2/ 
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competition on the African continent. They have not played in any WRWC since only one 

African team qualifies to play at the tournament.63 The Lady Cranes participated in the 

Confederation of African Rugby (CAR) Sevens or Africa Women’s Sevens tournament, as it 

is known today, since 2009.64 

According to former Uganda player and captain, Helen Buteme, Uganda adopted a running 

style and pattern of play because:  

We often were the smallest players on pitch, so we adapted a fast-playing style using the 

width of the pitch that maximised our speed, fitness and rugby skills while avoiding too 

much contact. We chose patterns and styles that suited the players that were available to us 

- physical attributes and skills. We also did not have much time to train together as a team 

either (2 hours, 2 days a week over a month and if we were lucky then 2 months) so we did 

not have much time to get players to conform to a particular structure.65 

Kenya   

The Lionesses, the nickname of the Kenyan women’s rugby team, played their first 

international match against Uganda in 2006.66 Like Uganda, the Lionesses participated in the 

Elgon Cup and Rugby Africa, as well as previous CAR tournaments, mostly as qualifiers for 

the World Cup. they have not played in any WRWC because, as mentioned earlier, only one 

team from the African continent qualifies to participate.67 

The sevens team featured in most of the CAR or Africa Women’s Sevens competitions. They 

also play in international invitation tournaments such as the Dubai Sevens. In December 2015, 

even though the team came second at the Africa Women’s Sevens Tournament, they got the 

news that they will represent their country at the Olympic Games. Tournament winners, South 

Africa, did not compete, due to a rule that continental qualification does not allow Olympic 

participation. This is a rule set down by the South African Sports Confederation and Olympic 

 
63 John Birch, “Save African Test rugby,” Scrumqueens, November 1, 2016, 

https://www.scrumqueens.com/features/save-african-test-rugby 
64 Ernest Akorebirangi, “REWIND: When Lady Rugby Cranes became the first Ugandan rugby national team to 

qualify for the World Cup,” Kawowo Sports, May 21, 2021, https://kawowo.com/2020/05/21/rewind-when-

lady-rugby-cranes-became-the-first-ugandan-national-team-to-qualify-for-the-world-cup/ 

 
65 Helen, K Buteme, email message to MMW Louw, March 18, 2021. 
66 Anon, Kenia Rugby Women, Kenia Rugby Union, accessed 21 May 2021, https://www.kru.co.ke/women/ 
67 Anon, “Women's Rugby World Cup African Qualifiers: South Africa defeated Kenya 39-0 on Saturday in 

Johannesburg during the Rugby Africa Women’s,” AfricaNews, December 19, 2020. Women's Rugby World 

Cup African Qualifiers: South Africa defeated Kenya 39-0 on Saturday in Johannesburg during the Rugby 

Africa Women’s Cup | Africanews 
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Committee (SASCOC). The rule gave Kenya a spot at the 2016 and 2021 Olympics 68 in Rio 

de Janeiro and Tokyo respectively. 

Zimbabwe and Zambia  

Since playing in their first international match in 2007 against Zambia, the ‘Sables’ participated 

annually in the Victoria Cup against the Zambian team. Zambia had always been the winner. 

The Sables also take part annually in the Rugby Africa championships, in attempt to qualify 

for World Cup participation.69 

The sevens team from Zimbabwe is known as the Lady Cheetahs and play in local and 

international tournaments. They were the winners of the Kwese Sevens in 2019, which is a 

tournament hosted in Harare, with teams from Botswana and Zambia taking part. They also 

participated in the Rugby Africa women’s sevens tournament with the hope to qualify for 

participation in the 2016 and 2020 Olympics and the World Sevens series, but only 1 team 

form Africa qualify for participation at Olympic level. 70  

Madagascar   

Women’s rugby is a popular sport in Madagascar, especially in the capital, Antananarivo. It is 

estimated that almost 60% of the rugby playing population are women. The national women’s 

team is known as ‘Makis’.71 As a founder member of Confederation of African Rugby (CAR), 

Makis participate in the sevens and fifteens tournaments hosted by Rugby Africa.72 Their first-

ever test match was during the Rugby Africa Women’s Cup and World Cup qualifier in 2019.73 

Despite this history of competitiveness that can match the male version on any account, 

biographies of women players remain few and far between in the vast literature field of rugby. 

The sport historian, Andre Odendaal’s remarks in adapted form, is applicable here. Researchers 

 
68 Duncan Mackay, “Kenya qualify for Tokyo 2020 despite Rugby Africa Women's Sevens final defeat,” Inside 

the games, October 13, 2019, https://www.insidethegames.biz/articles/1085903/kenya-rugby-women-qualify-

for-tokyo-2020 
69 Anon, “Zimbabwe rugby,” Zimbabwe rugby, accessed March 1, 2021, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20080908093531/http://www.zimbabwerugby.com/ 

 
70 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup African Qualifiers,” Rugby Africa, August 14, 2019, 

https://www.rugbyafrique.com/womens-rugby-world-cup-african-qualifiers-south-africa-defeated-madagascar-

on-tuesday-in-johannesburg-during-the-rugby-africa-womens-cup/ 
71 Makis - Local name for a ring-tailed lemur in Madagascar. 
72 Anon, “Rugby Unions,” IRB, April 20, 2011, 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110930114132/http://www.irb.com/unions/union%3D11000071/index.html 
73 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup African Qualifiers,” Rugby Africa, August 14, 2019, 

https://www.rugbyafrique.com/womens-rugby-world-cup-african-qualifiers-south-africa-defeated-madagascar-

on-tuesday-in-johannesburg-during-the-rugby-africa-womens-cup/ 
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should not assume that evidence of women’s rugby history, especially that of South Africa, 

does not exist, just because it does not stare you in the face.74 It is however a truism that the 

unequal regional development of women’s rugby in the world, which favoured the northern 

hemisphere, meant that the game struggled to get a footing in the global south, including South 

Africa, the focus of this study. 

South Africa  

In 1909, a rugby match in Gqeberha (formerly Port Elizabeth) was played between a group of 

men and women, the “Suffragettes v. Mere Men” as reported by the rugby historian, Hendrik 

Snyders.75 Whether this was a once-off occurrence, seen as an amusing intermission, or 

whether this event had any status or contributed to the development of the women’s game in 

South Africa, is not known. It could not be ascertained whether there were similar games 

afterwards. The same goes for the 1968 match that was played between women students from 

the University of the Western Cape and Hewat Teachers Training College.76 Twenty-eight 

years later, in 1996 at Goodwood, the first women’s rugby club was established, the Goodwood 

Gazelles, and in 1998 the Falconettes in Johannesburg.77 The official inauguration of the 

women’s game in South Africa took place in 2001, with a sketchy recorded and documented 

provincial and club history until then. Although by 2000 there were only ten women’s rugby 

clubs’ country-wide, significant strides were made in South African women’s rugby by 2005, 

when 178 clubs with almost 4 000 players were registered with SARFU.78  

In 2004, the first women’s Springbok rugby team played a two-test series against Wales in May 

and June in Port Elizabeth and Pretoria respectively.79 The year 2005 was a historically 

significant year for women’s rugby in South Africa, with the establishment of a women’s 

sevens rugby provincial tournament, alongside the men’s tournament in Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga. This was the first sevens provincial tournament for South African women. The 

South African inter-provincial tournament had also been significantly changed in 2005, with 

 
74 André Odendaal, “Reflections on writing a post-colonial history of a colonial game,” in Exploring 

decolonizing themes in SA sport history: Issues and challenges, ed.  Francois, J Cleophas (Stellenbosch: Sun 

Media,2018),5. 
75 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks. Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),202. 
76 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks. Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),196. 
77 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks, Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),197. 
78 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2005),395. 
79 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2005),403. 
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only eight provincial sides participating. Division One was comprised of four teams, the Blue 

Bulls, Kwazulu-Natal, the Golden Lions, and the Free State. The Second Division consisted of 

the Eastern Province, Border, the Western Province and Boland. 

Another historically significant event for women’s rugby that year was the first Springbok 

women’s tour, which was a three-and-a-half-week tour to England. During this tour, the 

Springboks played six matches, of which two were test matches. The Springboks won three of 

their matches: the test match against Wales (24-9), the match against Wales Development (17-

10), and the match against England Students (32-5).80 

Springbok women’s rugby made its debut at the Women’s Rugby World Cup (WRWC) in 

Canada in 2006. In preparation for this, the South African side played a two-match test series 

against the Netherlands, winning both games with 43-12 and 35-0.81 However, the WRWC 

campaign was a disaster for the Springboks, who lost all their games in the tournament. The 

South African performance record was, as an observer noted, that “the Springboks struggled to 

assert any authority, especially against Australia and England”.82 The South African rugby 

authorities responded by making changes to the domestic competitions since their domestic 

tournament organisation was not satisfactory. 

In the 2006 season therefore, the format changed once again, still with two divisions, but with 

five teams per division. This time, two of the strongest teams in the country, the Blue Bulls and 

Eastern Province, were in the same division. 

In 2007, an emerging South African Sevens team,83 participated in the inaugural Confederation 

of African Rugby Sevens Knockout tournament (CAR Sevens) in Kampala, Uganda. The South 

Africans won the final 15-7.84 The following year, 2008, the South Africans played two 

matches against the Nomads, which is the women’s version of the male Barbarians85 rugby 

team. The Nomads squad had an impressive line-up, which included Sue Day (“The Face of 

Women’s Rugby”) from England, a player who represented her country 59 times and played 

in three World Cup tournaments. Most of the Springbok women did not have more than 11 test 

 
80 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks. Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),204. 
81Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2007),148,248. 
82 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2007),148-153. 
83 Emerging South African Sevens team - this was how the first women sevens Springbok or national side was 

known in 2007.  
84 Anon, “SA Women’s Sevens squad named for Kenya,” The Citizen, April 4, 2014, 

https://www.citizen.co.za/sport/rugby/154891/sa-womens-sevens-squad-named-kenya/ 
85 Barbarian rugby team – a British invitational rugby team made up by international players. 
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appearances. An equally impressive player in the Nomads line-up was Anna Richards, the 

captain of the New Zealand national women's side, which was the 2006 World Cup winners.86 

The first match was played as a curtain-raiser for the Nelson Mandela Tribute Test between 

the male Springboks and Argentina at Coca-Cola Park (Ellis Park) stadium, in Johannesburg, 

where the Springbok women lost 34-40. The second game was played also as a curtain raiser 

for the Vodacom Tri-Nations Test between the male Springboks and the All Blacks in Cape 

Town. The male Springboks lost 19-0. The Springbok women also lost, 0-29.87 They however 

qualified for the inaugural IRB Women’s Sevens World tournament that year, when they 

defeated Uganda 24-0 at the CAR tournament.88 

The Springboks had a more successful season in the World Cup year, 2010 by winning six 

international games. The two-match series against Kazakhstan (22-17 and 38-0) and Scotland 

(27-8 and 41-17) and the wins at the WRWC against Wales (15-10) and Kazakhstan (25-10). 

However, the Springbok team had mixed fortunes at the WRWC tournament in England in 

2010 and lost their opening match, 3-55, against New Zealand. They were also not rated among 

the top three teams in the world.89 They lost against Australia, 0-62, and again against Wales, 

17-29. Eventually, the Springboks finished tenth overall in the entire tournament of 12 teams.90  

In 2011 the Springbok team won their first game ever at a Nations Cup when they defeated a 

higher ranked United States of America, 26-23 in Ontario, Canada. The Springbok team ended 

in fourth place overall. A South African team also won the CAR Sevens tournament in 

Botswana that year. By then, women’s rugby in South Africa was still an appendage of the 

male version, as can be seen by a sevens tournament in Middelburg earlier that year, sponsored 

by the multi-national company, Nashua. It was televised for 300 000 viewers on the paid 

channel, Supersport. This was a tournament for boys in high schools and senior divisions, but 

women managed to entered teams only in the senior division, due to the absence of any high 

school structures.  

The only international games that the Springboks played in 2012, were a two-game series 

against the Nomads. The Nomads included a host of vastly experienced players, including 

 
86 Anon, “SA Women take on Nomads,” Sport24, September 8, 2008, https://www.news24.com/Sport/SA-

women-take-on-Nomads-20080905 
87 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2009),146-147. 
88 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2009),146-147 
89 Yolanda Meiring, interview/discussion with MMW Louw, April 2020.  
90 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2011, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2011),366-369. 
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Wales loose forward Jamie Kift with 88 test matches.91 By contrast, the most-capped player in 

the South African team was the fullback, Yolanda Meiring. Meiring only had 26 test matches 

but was regarded as a veteran of Springbok rugby.92 The Springboks won the series 2-0, by 

defeating the Nomads in both games, 28-17 and 17-15 at the Goodwood Stadium in Cape 

Town.  

The inaugural World Rugby Women’s Sevens series was held in Dubai in 2013, with 12 teams 

from six continents, namely, Europe, Asia, North America, South America, Africa, and 

Australia/Oceania. The South Africans reached the finals, but lost to New Zealand, 0-41. This 

was the first time that the Springboks reached a final at this level.93 

In 2012, the Springbok Sevens team participated in a tournament in Houston, Texas, in the 

United States. The team went into the second round with 18 points, which placed them second 

on the log, and two points behind the powerful New Zealand team. South Africa won its 

opening game, 27-0, against Argentina, lost against the United States, 19-22, and lost against 

Canada, 12-24. The Springboks did however qualify for the quarter round against Australia but 

lost 12-17. The South Africans floundered and were defeated 0-22 by Russia, and 0-33 by 

Canada in the losers’ rounds.94  

South Africa competed in the sevens World Cup tournament in 2013 in Moscow. The team had 

a 5-12 loss against Ireland, a 19-7 win over China and a 5-22 defeat against Fiji.95 It was during 

this tournament that the South Africans’ lack of professional training became apparent. During 

the first game, a key player got injured, which kept her out of the rest of the tournament. 

According to Yolanda Meiring, who was part of the team, this affected the rest of the players 

mentally. This loss had an effect on their performance and the players started to blame each 

other for missed kicks and other mistakes.96 

 
91 Test Cap - anytime a player plays in a match he/she is technically awarded a cap but the term is mostly used 

to note the number of official games a player has appeared for his/her national team against another national 

team. 
92 Anon, “Springbok Women return to action against visiting Nomads,” Mail and Guardian, June 21, 2012, 

https://mg.co.za/article/2012-06-21-women-return-to-action-against-visiting-nomads/  
93 Anon, “SA Women’s squad named,” Mail and Guardian, November 23, 2012, SA women's Sevens squad 

named - The Mail & Guardian (mg.co.za) 
94 GSport Newsroom, “SA Sevens Good Enough for Houston Quarters,” GSport, February 2, 2013, 

https://gsport.co.za/sa-sevens-good-enough-for-houston-quarters/ 
95 SARU Communications, “Bokke to Emulate 2009 Glory at Moscow RWC7s,” GSport, June 20, 2013, 

https://gsport.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/20130620Rugby.jpg.jpg  
96 Meiring, interview. 
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Women’s rugby in South Africa gradually received slightly greater attention from SARU from 

2013 onwards. That year SARU and the Department of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture of 

the Eastern Cape (DSRAC EC) formulated a strategic high-performance plan for women’s 

rugby. According to this plan, the sevens game was separated from fifteens, with each team 

receiving special focus and attention from dedicated personnel. There followed dedicated focus 

on scientific support, fitness and conditioning. This helped to improve the standard of play in 

the sevens version in South Africa. The DSRAC EC assisted SARU to prepare the Springbok 

Sevens squad to qualify for the 2016 Olympics.97 

This initiative was known as the ‘residential programme’, that entailed providing 

accommodation for the South African players in Port Elizabeth, where they would undergo 

training and conditioning at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (now called the 

Nelson Mandela University). Among these women were 15 Springbok sevens players who 

were awarded contracts that year, six years after men were awarded such privileges for the first 

time. Most of the contracts were for a year, but some players were only contracted for six 

months.98  

Two categories of contracts were made available: senior and junior. Senior players received R 

10 000 per month before deductions, and the juniors started with R 8 000 before deductions. 

These contracts were well below the expectations of 21st century professional sportspersons. 

The salary gap between male and female players remained huge, making it difficult for women 

to play rugby full time.99 During the 2018/2019 season, SARU spent R14 million on the 

‘Blitzbokke’ (the male sevens national) team, compared to the R3 million on the female team. 

Female players earned far less than males in salaries, with the lowest salary pegged at 

R184 800, the average at R221 354 and the highest package being R264 000 per annum for 

female players. Their male counterparts, in turn, earned annual salaries of R630 000 and R1.1 

million, respectively.100 

In 2014 the Springboks also played two matches against the Nomads in London, winning both 

games (20-5 and 32-24). Part of the preparation for the World Cup tournament that year also 

included a game against the host nation of the 2014 World Cup, France, against whom they 

 
97 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2013, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Unie,2013),99. 
98 Lorinda Brown, interview with MMW Louw, February 2020. 
99 Brown, interview.  
100Shain Germaner, “Gender pay gap glaring in rugby,” IOL, August 11, 2018, Gender pay gap glaring in rugby 

(iol.co.za) 
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lost 8-64.101 South Africa was also part of the seventh Women’s Rugby World tournament in 

2014. There South Africa had three disastrous opening games, losing to Australia (3-26),102 

France (3-55) and Wales (3-53). The Springboks recorded their first win during the 2014 

tournament against Samoa (25-24).103  

A possible contributing factor to this poor performance at the WRWC, losing the three opening 

games, could be ascribed to the absence of the captain, Mandisa Williams, who was suspended 

after the game against Australia due to foul play.104 There were also mistrusts amongst the 

players. For example, one player recalled that during one of the games she got a neck spasm. 

The medical staff treated her and cleared her to play. A few missed passes and catches occurred 

afterwards and some of her teammates suggested that she should inform the coach that she was 

not feeling well and that she should be replaced by somebody. Other players believed that the 

injured player was a favourite amongst the management.105 Missed tackles and turnovers were 

major contributing factors in the 0-36 loss against Spain, in the following match. This resulted 

in South Africa, once again, finishing in tenth position. The coach, Lawrence Sephaka, blamed 

the South African women’s rugby structure for this poor performance, claiming that it lacked 

playing opportunity for teams at a provincial level.106 

The South African Select side then travelled to Hong Kong for the Hong Kong Sevens 

tournament, finishing third after defeating Papua New Guinea (29-0) and Brazil (19-7), and 

losing in the semi-finals against France (5-19). The Springboks defeated Japan in the playoffs 

for third position (28-10). This was an improvement from the fifth position they occupied in 

the previous Hong Kong Sevens tournament.107 The Hong Kong Sevens tournament was 

followed by the CAR Sevens in Kenya. Here South Africa won all their games: Senegal (19-

0), Madagascar (19-12), Kenya (21-12), the semi-final against Zimbabwe (43-0) and the final 

 
101 SARU Communications, “France school Boks in final RWC Warmup tie,” GSport, July 6, 2014,  

https://gsport.co.za/france-school-boks-in-final-rwc-warmup-tie/ 
102 Anon, “Bok women loose opener,” SA Rugby Mag, August 1, 2014, Bok Women lose opener 

(sarugbymag.co.za) 
103 Anon, “France embarrass Bok women,” SA Rugby Mag, August 5, 2014, France embarrass Bok Women 

(sarugbymag.co.za) 
104 Brown, interview. 
105 Brown, interview. 
106 Anon, “SA 10th at Women’s Rugby World Cup,” Brand South Africa, August 19, 2014, SA 10th at Women’s 

Rugby World Cup | Brand South Africa 
107 SARU Communications, “SA Select impress at Hong Kong,” GSport, March 28, 2014, gsport4girls - SA 

Select Impress at Hong Kong Sevens  
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against Kenya (15-0). This was the Springboks sixth victory at the CAR series tournament, 

after being the winners in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2013 and 2014.108 

The 2015 international season opened with the Springbok team competing but struggling in the 

2014/15 Sevens World Series circuit. After defeating Spain (12-26), they were defeated by 

China (12-21) and the Netherlands (7-29), finishing in twelfth place at the Amsterdam 

Sevens.109 These losses contributed to the Springboks losing their place as a core member, on 

the circuit. There was some conciliation for this poor performance of the Springbok team in 

the Women’s World Series and Olympic Games qualifiers later in the year. They beat Hong 

Kong (21-15) and the Netherlands (12-0) and lost to Ireland (14-26) and to Brazil (7-17), 

finishing third overall.110 

The 2016 Rugby Africa Women’s Sevens Olympic Qualifier in Kempton Park, previously 

known as CAR Sevens, was the Olympic qualifying tournament for African rugby-playing 

nations. Here the Springboks defeated Uganda (39-0) and Tunisia (34-0), thus qualifying for 

the final against Kenya. According to Helen Buteme, the coach of the Ugandan team, the South 

Africans had structure and powerful runners. The Springboks also had years of quality 

international experience to help them hone a system that works for them, using their speed, 

strength, and rugby skills.111 South Africa won the final game, 31-5. This meant they were 

undefeated in the tournament, scoring 265 points and conceding only five points in six games. 

It was also the seventh CAR Sevens tournament title for South Africa, and they qualified for 

the 2016 Olympic Games. However, the SASCOC) ruled that the team could not participate in 

the Games. The reasons given were inconsistency of performance, a slim chance of winning 

any medals and a lack of real competitiveness in top tier competitions.112 This was a 

demoralising and biased decision, since these criteria were not used for the male team.113  

That year, 2016, the SARU established Youth Training Centres (YTC) for girls in six provinces 

with under-16 and under-18 competitions. The identified provinces were Gauteng, Limpopo, 

 
108 SARU Communications, “5 Times African Champs Blitzbokke Savour Win,” GSport, April 14, 2014,  

gsport4girls - 5 Times African Champs Blitzbokke Savour Win 
109 Wendy Young, “Amsterdam 7s | 2014 – 2015 Women’s Sevens World Series,” YSC Rugby, March 19, 

2015, Amsterdam 7s | 2014 – 2015 Women’s Sevens World Series - YSCRugby | Women's Rugby News 

(scrumhalfconnection.com) 
110 Anon, “Bok Women’s Sevens World Series Hopes Dashed,” The Sports Eagle, August 23, 2015, Bok 

Women’s Sevens World Series Hopes Dashed - The Sports Eagle 
111 Buteme, email message to Louw, March 18, 2021. 
112 Hendrik Snyders, Blitzboks. Rugby Sevens in South Africa – A history 1904-2019, (Johannesburg: Naledi, 

2021),210-2011. 
113 Brown, interview.  
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Border, Eastern Province, Kwazulu-Natal, and Western Province. The objective of this 

programme was to grow the base of women’s players in the country and to groom the players 

from a young age for the demands of rugby through training sessions, conditioning and 

nutritional programmes and scheduled matches to expose them regularly to competition.114 

The first tournament in 2016 in which the Springboks participated, was the Las Vegas 

Invitational, where they lost in the plate final.115 This was followed by the Hong Kong 

Women’s Sevens Invitational Cup. The Springboks lost against Kazakhstan but secured a win 

against Japan (19-10). This gave them a place in the final against France, whom they defeated 

14-7.116 The next tournament that the Springboks, by then known as the Lady Blitzboks, 

participated in was the Roma Sevens in Italy. It was a successful tournament where they 

defeated Uganda (29-7) and Kenya (22-17). The final tournament in which South Africa 

participated was the Hokkaido Sevens in Japan, where the Lady Blitzboks finished third.117 

Philip Coetzee, a former male Springbok sevens player and a rugby educator specialising in 

sevens rugby, said that with more opportunities in the previous few years for women, the sevens 

game has improved internationally. With more tournaments at international level and increased 

funding, coaching staff became more knowledgeable, and conditioning of the players was 

enhanced, leading to better handling skills and evident playing patterns. Coetzee however 

cautioned that if funding and opportunities were not put in place for the Springbok women’s 

teams, the backlog they experienced would grow.118  

At the national and international levels, South African women’s rugby remains dependent on 

curtain-raiser games as the quickest way to get bigger audiences. Not many spectators will go 

to a standalone women’s rugby game, but this is different with a pre-game before the main 

attraction, such as the Springboks versus New Zealand of the Vodacom Tri-Nations. 119 This, 

along with inadequate match statistics in the SA Rugby Annual, places South African women’s 

rugby history at provincial and club levels in a precarious situation.  

Blue Bulls Rugby Union 

 
114 SARU Communications, “SARU Youth Training Centres to Boost Development,”GSport, April 15, 2015, 

gsport4girls - SARU Youth Training Centres to Boost Development 
115 Plate Competition - During a round robin format usually with 4 pools, the top 2 teams of each pool move to 

medal/trophy section with a knockout format. The losers of the Medal quarterfinals proceed to the Plate 

Competition/final. 
116 Lorinda Brown, text message to MMW Louw, 15 May, 2020.  
117 Brown, text message to Louw, 15 May, 2020.  
118 Philip Coetzee, email to MMW Louw, March 4, 2021.  
119 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2010, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Unie,2010),385. 
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The Blue Bulls Rugby Union, also known as Northern Transvaal Rugby Union (NTRU), was 

initially a sub-union of the Transvaal Rugby Football Union, established in 1889. In 1997, the 

name NTRU was changed to Blue Bulls, which was an all-male organisation. A women’s Blue 

Bulls team was established from local clubs in 2001 and dominated the national women’s club 

league system for four years, between 2002 and 2006.120  

These local clubs were located mainly in the Pretoria area: Pretoria Rugby Club (1888), 

Harlequins Rugby Club (1902), TUKS Rugby Club (1908), Correctional Services (1931) and 

Naka Bulls Club (1998).121 These clubs competed for a provincial club trophy in a league 

structure. The Blue Bulls women’s league does not receive as much local publicity in the 

community newspaper, Kampusbeeld, as the local men’s club league does.122 Naka Bulls were 

the first champions in 2001, after defeating Harlequins Rugby Club. Some of these clubs have 

retained traces of colonial femininity as can be deduced from the name of the sixth club that 

joined the Blue Bulls women’s club league in 2003 - Tuks Ladies. All the clubs in the Pretoria 

area that catered for women’s rugby, had male coaches and one, Tuks Ladies, had a male 

manager. The clubs presented below were of special significance to this study since they were 

the home clubs for two of the players under discussion in this study.   

Pretoria Rugby Club 

The first known rugby club in Pretoria and one of the oldest in South Africa, Pretoria Rugby 

Club was founded in 1888 and remained an enclave of male symbolism ever since. As people 

flocked to the old Transvaal due to the gold rush, sporting clubs were established for 

recreational purposes, such as Wanderers in Johannesburg and Pretoria Rugby club in 1888.123 

Its early growth can be attributed to Robert Loftus Owen Versfeld, a national rugby union 

men’s player, administrator, and a founding member of the Eastern Province Rugby Union. 

Versveld facilitated the establishment of a Pretoria Rugby sub-union (1908), which in 1938 

 
120 Colin du Plessis, “Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-1899,” Masters 

thesis, University of Pretoria, 2017, Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-

1899 (up.ac.za) 
121 All these clubs were established exclusively for males, Pretoria Rugby club, Harlequins, Tuks, Correctional 

services and Naka Bulls. 
122 Alida Green, “Tuks women's rugby team makes history,” Kampus Beeld, 2003. 
123 Paul Dobson, Rugby in South Africa. A History 1861-1988, (Cape Town: SARB,1989),244,247. 
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became Northern Transvaal Rugby Union.124 The rugby stadium that is home to the women’s 

Blue Bulls team is also named after him. 

The women’s rugby team of Pretoria Rugby Club was established in 2001, participated in the 

local Blue Bulls women’s league until 2005 but never won the local club league.125 Their main 

rivals were the Harlequins Rugby Club. 

Harlequins Rugby Club 

After the Second South African War (1899–1902), a need arose for the British to re-establish 

a defunct civil service in the then Transvaal Colony. As a result, young civil servants from 

Cape Town and Port Elizabeth moved to Pretoria, many of them having played rugby in their 

hometowns, for clubs such as Hamiltons (1875) and Crusaders (1887).126 From amongst them 

the Civil Service Rugby Club was established in 1902. Initially, membership was restricted to 

male civil servants, but from 1903 it became an open club for men outside the civil service, 

after the London Harlequins in England granted the use of its name and logo. Since then, the 

club has been known as the Quins.127 

A related women’s club was only established in 2001 and they played in the local Blue Bulls 

league competition for women. These were players mainly from Afrikaans-speaking, working-

class environments and from across the South African racial divide. The Quins played in the 

Blue Bulls women’s club league competition in the 2002 final against the Naka Bulls and in 

2004 against Tuks. The Quins won the competition in 2005 against Tuks, 26-20.128 Jan 

Hanekom, the women’s coach, became the assistant coach to the Springbok women in 2004. 

During 2017, the Quins and the Pretoria Police club merged to form the Quins Bobbies Rugby 

Club (QBR). This new super-club boasted a fifteens and sevens rugby academy, as well as an 

extensive youth rugby programme, with 16 junior teams, of which two were for girls which 

participated during the 2019 season.129 

 
124 Colin du Plessis, “Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-1899,” Masters 

thesis, University of Pretoria, 2017, Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-

1899 (up.ac.za) 
125 Colin du Plessis, “Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-1899,” Masters 

thesis, University of Pretoria, 2017, Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-

1899 (up.ac.za) 
126 Paul Dobson, Rugby in South Africa. A History 1861-1988, (Cape Town: SARB,1989),243,244. 
127 Anon, “Harlequin-Bobbies Rugby,” Harlequin club Pretoria, February 25, 2021, Harlequin Club - Rugby 

(harlequinclubpretoria.co.za) 
128 Karinda Basson, Womensrugby, August 14, 2005, www.womensrugby.co.za 
129 Anon, “Harlequin-Bobbies Rugby,” Harlequin club Pretoria, February 25, 2021, Harlequin Club - Rugby 

(harlequinclubpretoria.co.za) 
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University of Pretoria Rugby Club (Tuks Ladies) 

In 1908 a rugby club at the Transvaal University College in Pretoria was founded, commonly 

known as ‘Tuks’ or ‘Tukkies’, as the students were nicknamed. In 1930 the institution became 

the University of Pretoria, but the nickname remained. During the early years of 1908 to 1912, 

a small group of male student players participated, with only 17 players in 1912.130 However, 

no evidence exists of organised women’s rugby during the twentieth century. The first such 

development was in 2002, when a university team, TUKS Ladies was established, mainly 

through the efforts of a Canadian rugby player, Natalie Hallemans131 and Riaan van der Merwe 

(a man), who became the first manager. This was not a radical feminist move, as can be deduced 

from the use of the term “Ladies”, and the male team being known as “TUKS 1”.  

The women’s club started because of a bet between Hallemans and the then director of rugby 

at the university, Dawie Marais, who claimed that a women’s team will never become an 

established institution at the University. Hallemans won the bet and used the proceeds, R5000, 

to set up the first inter-hostel sevens tournament at TUKS.132 Hallmans and Riaan van der 

Merwe, the first manager of the club, started the first women’s rugby club at the University of 

Pretoria in 2002. According to Van der Merwe, it was a club that “loved to play running rugby, 

let the players think for themselves, see what is happening on the field and play accordingly. 

Not simply how coaches told them to play in situations.”133 

The first women’s rugby team representing the University of Pretoria played in and won a local 

Pretoria sevens tournament in 2002. The team was comprised of students from the University 

of Pretoria and only bona fide students could be selected for the team. From 2005 the club 

became an ‘open club’, meaning players from outside the university were then also eligible to 

join the club. Thus, players from clubs such as Soshunguve134 joined the club. The following 

year, 2003, Tuks Ladies started playing the 15-person game and won the Blue Bulls Women’s 

Club League.  

 
130 Alida Green, “ A day in the life at the University in Pretoria.16 April 1909,” UP Archives, April 16, 2021, A 

day in the life at the University of Pretoria. 16 April 1909 | University of Pretoria (up.ac.za) 
131 Natalie Hallemans – Amateur rugby player from Canada, played rugby, assisted with the development of the 

game, especially women’s rugby and founding member of Tuks Ladies in South Africa and Seoul Sisters in 

South Korea.   
132 Natalie Hallemans, text message to MMW Louw, September 13, 2019. 
133 Riaan van der Merwe, text message to MMW Louw, March 15, 2021. 
134Soshunguve - Township 30km north of Pretoria, the name is an acronym for Sotho, Shangaan, Nguni, and 

Venda, showing the multi-ethnic composition of the population. 
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Tuks Ladies were crowned local club champions in Pretoria in 2003 and defended their title 

successfully the following year. In 2005 and 2006 they ended as runners-up in the league 

tournaments behind Harlequins in 2005 and in 2006 they were placed second after the Naka 

Bulls. The 2005 season was proof that women’s club rugby in the northern province of South 

Africa was growing in competitiveness, and the stranglehold that Tuks Ladies had on the game 

was beginning to be challenged. Tuks Ladies won all the sevens and tens135 league tournaments 

that year. However, although Tuks Ladies won their first two games of the season in the fifteens 

provincial league competition, 15-5 against Harlequins and 46-5 against Pretoria, they lost 20-

26 against Quins in the final game.  

The 2006 rugby season was a watershed year in the history of South African rugby, when Tuks 

Ladies played in a Free State provincial tournament. During the final game against the Free 

State Cheetahs, which Tuks Ladies won 49-7, a fight broke out between the teams. The referee 

and other officials could not control the fight. This incident led to the management of Tuks 

Ladies promoting the sevens format instead. I argue that this was a catalyst for a latent desire 

by male rugby administrators to curtail women’s rugby, because the dominant form of 

masculinity that promote the idea that violence in sport is an exclusive male prerogative and 

treats any alternative gender model with disdain. 136 Given the increased sensitivity around 

gender issues in South African sport, the South African rugby authorities were careful not to 

raise any gender-bias justifications for their actions. Instead, they argued that the financial costs 

for the team (Tuks Ladies) started to take a toll on the limited funds, and it was easier to 

promote and teach the game of sevens to players with no grassroots coaching.137 However, the 

investment into sevens rugby opened opportunities for international travel for the Tuks Ladies 

players. Clubs and national teams now had the opportunity to play abroad and participate in 

the biggest sevens tournaments in the world, such as the Dubai and Hong Kong Sevens. From 

2006 onwards, the Tuks Ladies focused on the sevens version, and from 2008 onwards they 

played predominantly sevens rugby. They competed on the international sevens stage since 

2006, also in the Dubai Sevens (on seven occasions, winning the Plate Final twice) and the 

Reunion International Sevens (winning a total of three times).  

 
135 Tens Rugby – Variant of rugby union’s fifteens code, teams consist of 10 players instead of 7 or 15. 
136 Miranda J Trevelyan, Jackson J Steven, “Clash of the Codes: A Comparative Analysis of Media 

Representation of Violence in Rugby Union and Rugby League,” in Sport, Power and Society in New Zealand: 

Historical and Contemporary Perspectives, ed John Nauright (Sydney: Australia Society of Sports 

History,1995),49,58. 
137 Van der Merwe, text message to Louw, March 15, 2021. 
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The 2008 rugby season started with a big win for Tuks Ladies, when they defeated Pretoria 

Rugby Club 57-5, and the Free State Cheetahs 69-0 in the fifteen’s version. Tuks Ladies 

remained a major force in South African women’s rugby in 2011. Before leaving for an 

international sevens tournament in the Reunion Islands, they obliterated their provincial 

opponents: Gauteng (43-0) and KwaZulu Natal (41-7) during a tournament in Nelspruit. Tuks 

Ladies won the Reunion International sevens tournament in 2011, their first international 

tournament win. Tuks Ladies went on a winning spree: the team had victories of 41-0 against 

New-Caledonia, 36-0 against Reunion and 24-7 against France. This performance continued 

with a 14-0 win in the semi-final against the French Marines, and a 12-10 victory in the final 

against France. The year 2011 was indeed one of travel and success for the Tuks Ladies. During 

the weekend of 14 and 15 October 2011, the team participated in the Nashua Middelburg 

Sevens, the final tournament before leaving for another tournament in Dubai. Here Tuks Ladies 

defeated the KwaZulu-Natal Sharks 40-12 in the final match.  

The Tuks Ladies participated in the Dubai International Invitational Sevens on 2 and 3 

December 2011 in Dubai. The first day did not go as planned and Tuks Ladies lost 5-17 against 

Russia, and 14-33 against France, winning the last game of the day 7-5 against Kenya. Victories 

against Ukraine (28-7) and 36-24 against Kenya saw Tuks Ladies being crowned Plate 

winners.138 

Due to their rate of international success, the Tuks Ladies were also invited to play in the Roma 

Sevens tournament in Italy in 2012. This is one of the most important sevens tournaments in 

Italy. Here they defeated a Presidential Invitational team 36-0 in a friendly match. This was a 

team comprised of national players from Italy. The match results of the following games show 

how women’s rugby power is spread around the globe. Both the teams from Ukraine and Russia 

were strong and defeated the Tuks Ladies 5-10 and 7-12. However, Tuks Ladies defeated Italy 

21-0 in the semi-final and then defeated Kazakhstan 17-12 in the bowl final.  The Tuks Ladies 

returned to Réunion Island in 2012 to defend their title. After initial successes, defeating 

Mayotte 52-0 and Uganda 28-7, they were defeated by Madagascar 7-10 in the semi-final.139  

 

 
138 Plate Competition - During a round robin format usually with 4 pools, the top 2 teams of each pool move to 

medal/trophy section with a knockout format. The losers of the Medal quarterfinals proceed to the Plate 

Competition. 
139 Van der Merwe, text message to Louw, March 15, 2021. 
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Correctional Services Rugby Club  

The Correctional Services Rugby Club (nicknamed Likkewane) for males was established in 

1931 in Pretoria, but a women’s club could only be established almost 70 years later in 2001 

and adopted the club’s nickname. It was a short-lived club that disbanded in 2003 when the 

players left and joined other clubs, such as Quins and Tuks, as these clubs played more games 

in all formats. The women’s team was an ‘open club’, meaning that players that represented 

the team did not have to be employed by Correctional Services. Most of the female players 

came from working-class, Afrikaans-speaking backgrounds and reflected a predominantly 

white demography. The women formed part of the Blue Bulls Women’s League in 2001 until 

2003.140 

Another rival of Correctional Service Rugby club that participated in the local Blue Bulls club 

competition, was Naka Bulls. 

 

Naka Bulls Rugby Club  

The club Naka Bulls, for men, was established when two clubs, Adelaars and Oostelikes, 

merged in 1998. A women’s equivalent was established in 2001, and they participated in the 

local women’s club league, winning the league in 2002 and 2006.141  

The Adelaars club was situated in Wonderboom South, a neighbourhood in the south of 

Pretoria. Adelaar’s Sportsgrounds are now the home ground of the Naka Bulls. Adelaars, or 

‘Die Lare’ as they were also known, was established in 1962. Oostelike Rugby Club was 

established in 1942 and was situated in the central part of Pretoria.142  

By 2021, the club was known as ABE Midas Naka Bulls, because of the sponsorship from the 

Midas Company. The club also has a rugby academy for males, the International Rugby 

Institute, for male players between 18-20 years, and as of 2021 an academy for women. The 

Director of Coaching at the Institute, Marinus van der Watt, was the coach for Tuks Ladies 

during 2002 to 2004.143 

 
140 Anon, “KD Likkewane Rugby,” FindGlocal, accessed October 18, 2020, KD Likkewane Rugby 

#Groendood, Pretoria (2021) (findglocal.com) 
141 Van der Merwe, text message to Louw, March 16, 2021.   
142 Marinus van der Watt, text message to MMW Louw, March 15, 2021. 
143 Anon, International Institute for Rugby, IIR, January 1, 2015, HOME | iri-website 

(internationalrugbyinstitute.com) 
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One of the other regions in South Africa that contributed to women’s rugby, is the Falcons 

Rugby Union.  

Falcons Rugby Union 

This union was established in 1947, originally as the Eastern Transvaal Rugby Football Union, 

a sub-union of the Transvaal Rugby Football Union, with their headquarters in Springs, at the 

Pam Brink Stadium.144 Rugby in South Africa was declared professional after the 1995 Rugby 

World Cup, when rugby moved  from an amateur sport to players getting paid to play.145 The 

Eastern Transvaal Rugby Football Union then merged with the Vaal Triangle Rugby Union to 

form the Gauteng Falcons Rugby Union, which is one of 14 provincial unions in the 

country.146A Gauteng women’s team was established in 2000 and, as stated above,  were the 

winners of the inaugural women’s inter-provincial championships on 9 August 2002.One of 

the most important clubs  in the Falcons rugby region in terms of performance and number of 

players, is the Kempton Rugby Club. This club is significant for the current study because 

Ingrid Botha, one of the study participants played for the club. 

Kempton Rugby Club  

One of the largest clubs in the Falcons rugby region is the Kempton Rugby Club, also known 

as the Kempton Wolves.147 The club was established on 6 March 1943 in the East-Rand town 

of Kempton Park. Today this town is part of the City of Ekurhuleni, in Gauteng, South Africa. 

The Kempton Wolves women’s team was established in 2000 and currently compete in both 

the sevens and fifteens formats for junior and senior sides. However, a major drawback is that 

only three clubs in the region initially fielded women’s teams. The Kempton Wolves was the 

strongest team in the region and provided most of the players for the Flacons provincial team 

that won the Women’s Inter-Provincial tournament in 2002.148 

Eastern Province Rugby Football Union 

 
144 Paul Dobson, Rugby in South Africa. A History 1861-1988, (Cape Town: The South African Rugby Union, 

1989),248. 
145 Craig Ray, “RWC 1995 -When rugby went pro”  September 19, 2021, RWC 1995 – When rugby went pro 

(dailymaverick.co.za) 
146 Heinrich Brook, “About Valke,” Valke Rugby, September 15, 2021, About Valke - Valke (weebly.com) 
147 Anon, “Kempton Wolwe Rugby Club,” Local Gyms and Fitness, September 15, 2021, 

https://www.localgymsandfitness.com/ZA/Kempton-Park/17207541401/Kempton-Wolves-Rugby 
148 Anon, “Kempton Wolwe Rugby Club,” Local Gyms and Fitness, September 15, 2021, 

https://www.localgymsandfitness.com/ZA/Kempton-Park/17207541401/Kempton-Wolves-Rugby 
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As mentioned above, the Eastern Province Rugby Football Union (EPRU) was established in 

1888, with Robert Owen Loftus Versveld being a major driving force.149 A women’s provincial 

team was established more than a century in 2001 and finished third in the inaugural women’s 

inter-provincial tournament in 2002. They are more successful in terms of match wins than 

their male counterparts and boast more than five inter-provincial championship trophies in their 

cabinet.  

There is a rich history of women’s rugby to be found in the EPRU. Currently, in 2021, there 

are 19 women’s clubs in this union, making it the union with the second most clubs in South 

Africa, after Border with 52. 150 The clubs discussed below, are significant for the current study 

since they are the home of Lorinda Brown. 

Port Elizabeth Crusaders Rugby Club 

Port Elizabeth Crusaders is one of the oldest amateur sports clubs in South Africa. It was 

founded initially in 1843 as a cricket club, and added a men’s rugby club in 1887, with their 

home ground at St. George’s Park. It was at this venue that South Africa played its first 

women’s cricket test match in 1960.151 A woman’ rugby club was established only in 2001 and 

entered local league competitions that year as one of the competitive teams in the local club 

league.152 Another club which forms part of the Eastern Province Rugby Football Union is 

Garden’s Rugby Club, based in Uitenhage.153 

Garden’s Rugby Club  

A men’s rugby club was established in 1932 in Uitenhage, Eastern Cape. The name “Garden’s” 

was chosen because it described the character of Uitenhage, which was known as a ‘garden 

town’, because of its lush gardens. Also, the club colours of green, white, and red resembling 

a flower, with an oak leaf embroidered on the emblem, is a dedication to the oak trees that lined 

the streets of the town in 1932.154 The players wore long-sleeved vests, dyed green, as their 

rugby jerseys, to underline the poverty of the early 1930s era.  

 
149 Colin du Plessis, “Divided we stand: the origins of separation in South African rugby 1861-1899,” Masters 

thesis, University of Pretoria, 2017. 
150 Nceba Mzimkulu Hene, “Physical fitness of Elite women’s rugby union players over a competition season,” 

Masters thesis, University of the Western Cape, 2011.   
151 Ray Knowles, South Africa vs England: A Test Cricket History, (Cape Town: Sable Press,1995),156. 
152 Brown, message to Louw,  
153 Uitenhage – Town about 300km west of Gqeberha, the name of Uitenhage was changed to Kariega. 
154 Royden Johnson email message to MMW Louw, July 5, 2021. 
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Today the club has three senior men’s teams and play in the Gold Cup as an under-21 men’s 

side but only one women’s team that was established in 2002.155 As with many other women’s 

clubs, this club was not completely independent of male influences. Therefore, the Garden’s 

Women’s Rugby Club wear the same club colours with the same symbols as the men. A major 

difference between the female and male divisions is that the female division produced two 

international players in the twenty-first century, with Lorinda Brown being one of these 

players, the other player Marie -Lee Erasmus. 

The next club which contributed significantly to the game of women’s rugby in EPRU, is the 

Middelburg Stormers Rugby Club. 

Middelburg Stormers Rugby Club   

The Middleburg Stormers was established in the suburb of Midros in Middelburg in 2000 by 

John Padda and Elizna de Vos. It is a club that differs from the ones mentioned previously. 

Firstly, it caters for fifteens and sevens teams at senior and school levels for women and girls 

as an all-girls club. Secondly, it is located in an economically marginalised community with 

limited sport facilities. Thirdly, the club is part of the Eastern Cape Academy of Sport, a 

cooperative programme of the SASCOC and the Department of Sport, Recreation, Arts and 

Culture (DECAS). This is a programme that entails having a women’s rugby hub in Midros 

where Padda is the hub coordinator of the rugby program, that hosted 25 women players aged 

between 17 and 25 in 2021. It is against this background that the club produced 13 national 

players, including Lorinda Brown.156This explains why the club is ranked under the top three 

teams in the Eastern Province.157  

It is against this backdrop of the rich woman’s rugby performance history that the neglect in 

literature can be and has been challenged by progressive scholars of late. 

1.3. Literature review  

There are too many publications regarding rugby history that it is impossible to present an 

exhaustive analysis of the total spectrum of works, ranging from sevens to league and fifteens 

teams. However, these publications largely exclude women are diminish their roles to marginal 

figures. Therefore, this section aims to expose this marginalization by presenting a random 

 
155 Royden Johnson email message to MMW Louw, July 5, 2021.  
156 Johnny Padda, text message to MMW Louw, July 5, 2021. 
157 Lorinda Brown, text message to Louw, January 11, 2021.  
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sample of international and national publications for analysis. This is done by examining the 

details of the authors, publishers, and style of publication.  

Author history places a person behind the story. Publisher history helps the discerning reader 

identify the general publication scope of the publishing house. Thus, by scoping the broader 

publishing landscape, it is possible to determine the depth of commitment to women’s rugby. 

The style of publication helps the reader determine who the intended target audience is. For 

example, a coffee-table publication on high gloss paper will have a different target audience 

from a soft-cover book printed on plain paper. 

Author details allow the reader to determine motive, intent, and/or bias of the writer. 

Information about the publisher places the narrative creation in a political frame when 

questions arise such as: What other publications regarding gender emanate from the publishing 

house? Does the publisher release critical publications regarding gender? By referring to the 

style of publication (hard or soft cover, coffee table, academic journal, etc.) it informs the 

researcher and reader about the target market of the publication. This literature review therefore 

was done to place the work in a social context and to present a coherent image of present 

literature on the exclusionary nature of women’s rugby. 

International book publications 

Two books that form part of this presentation, are the works of the internationally acclaimed 

author, Tony Collins. The titles are The Oval World: A Global History of Rugby and A Social 

History of English Rugby Union. Collins is an emeritus professor and former Director of the 

International Centre for Sports History and Culture at De Montfort University. He is an 

internationally acclaimed scholar whose books have won the sought-after Aberdare Prize for 

Sports History four times since 1999. His curriculum vitae includes being the chairperson of 

the British Society for Sports History and editor of the journal Sport in History from 2001 to 

2007. This makes him an authoritative figure in the field of rugby history, where he explores 

the game in international ways by debunking notions of European and Asian control over 

historical developments. 

The Oval World: A Global History of Rugby, released in 2015, was published in paperback, 

hardcover and kindle format, making it accessible to a wide range of readers. It is a well-

researched work that covers and explores Australasian, South African and North American 

rugby histories. The publication has considerable credibility as an academic work, since it was 

published by the prestigious Bloomsbury Publications, an independent and international 
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publishing house, which was established in 1986, with branches in London, Oxford, New York, 

Sydney, and Delhi.158  

Although it is dominated by a male discourse, one out of the 33 chapters, does focus on 

women’s rugby. In this single chapter, reference is made to Emily Valentine, a French woman 

playing barette, a form of touch rugby. It is in this chapter that Collins comes to the fore as a  

male writer who acknowledges that the “growth of the women’s game will perhaps be seen by 

future generations as the most significant of all.”159 Collins makes an important admission that 

the emergence of the sevens format, is an important component, not only of global rugby that 

helped the women’s game, but which created a global footprint that led to its acceptance into 

the Olympic Games.  

Collins also refers to women’s rugby in his publication, A Social History of English Rugby 

Union. This 288-page hardcover book explores the social history of rugby union in England, 

from 1857 with Tom Brown’s schooldays,160 to the 2003 World Cup tournament. It is a 2009 

publication, that coincided with the inaugural women’s rugby World Cup Sevens 

tournament.161 Released by Routledge, a global publisher of academic books, journals and 

online resources in the humanities and social sciences, it is firmly in the realm of researched-

based work with an academic target audience. It is a publication that dovetails with another 

Routledge work: A Contemporary History of Women’s Sport, Part One.162 This is a publication 

that provides readers with a historical review of women’s sport from 1850 to 1960. It presents 

the latest methodological methods, at the time, of writing sports history and raises questions 

about how the history of women’s sport has so far been shaped by academic writers.163 

Rugby historians benefit by this work in a six-page section, ‘Being a woman’, in A Social 

History of English Rugby Union, where the role of women in English rugby history is analysed. 

It sheds light on how women were reduced to “providing refreshments at games, washing and 

 
158 Anon, “Our Story,” Bloomsbury, accessed September 15, 2021. 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/connect/about-us/our-story/ 
159 Tony Collins, The Oval World: A Global History of Rugby, Ebook (London: Bloomsbury,2015) Kindle.  
160 Thomas Hughes, Tom Brown’s Schooldays, (Cambridge: Macmillan and Co, 1857). 
161 Anon, “Women’s Rugby World Cup Sevens,” Everything Explained, March 7, 2009, 2009 Rugby World 

Cup Sevens – Women's tournament explained 
162 Jean Williams, A Contemporary History of Women’s Sport History, Part One: Sporting Women,1850-1960, 

(New York: Routledge,2014),1-380.  
163 Jean Williams, A Contemporary History of Women’s Sport History, Part One: Sporting Women,1850-1960, 

(New York: Routledge,2014),1-380. 
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repairing playing kits, with the only gratitude they got, a mere mention in a valedictory address 

where no women could attend.”164  

Collins shows how, only in 1960, women were allowed into clubhouses and from then onwards 

frequent reports of women playing rugby in England emerge. It was not until the late 1970s, 

however, that women started to play rugby seriously. The author made great effort to include 

women in the narrative and discusses the first women’s World Cup in 1991 in Wales and the 

recognition of the Women’s Rugby Football Union (WRFU) by the Rugby Football Union 

(RFU) in 1984. However, as Collins remarks, the underlying male chauvinist attitudes 

remained, and manliness was perhaps the most unchanging culture of the game.165 It is this 

theme of male chauvinism that David Riley, a social anthropologist, also brings to the fore in 

his major work, Rugby: The History.166published in 2015, as well as his other publications. 

Riley worked as a researcher for the MacMillan Brown Centre for Pacific Studies at Canterbury 

University at the time that this publication was published and was therefore located in a prime 

environment to comment on rugby in the Pacific region. According to a website entry, “The 

MacMillan Brown Centre for Pacific Studies promotes and advances scholarship and 

understanding of the Pacific region, including Aotearoa New Zealand, its people, societies and 

cultures; histories; arts; politics; environment and resources …”167 The release of Riley’s soft 

cover work of 68 pages, Rugby: The History, coincided with the inaugural 2015 Women's 

Rugby Super Series, where the New Zealand team, the Black Ferns, were crowned  champions. 

It is essentially a publication that supplements his other works, namely, Olympic Islands168 and 

Rugby League World.169 Both these publications mention female athletes who were Olympic 

Island legends. These athletes include Lisa Misipeka (hammer thrower), Christie Mokotupu 

(volleyball) and Natasha Kai (soccer and rugby). Kai represented the United States of America 

(USA) in the first Women’s Rugby Sevens World Series in 2011.   

Rugby League World tells the story specifically of rugby league in the Pacific Islands. Riley 

devotes a chapter in the book to women’s rugby league. Here a very effective narrative is 

 
164 Tony Collins, A Social History of English Rugby Union, (London: Routledge,2009),135. 
165 Tony Collins, A Social History of English Rugby Union, (London: Routledge,2009),135. 
166 David Riley, Rugby: The History, (Auckland: Reading Warrior, 2015),26-33,48-55. 
167 Anon, “About Us, Macmillan Brown,” University of Canterbury, accessed April 12, 2019. About MBC | 

Macmillan Brown Centre for Pacific Studies | University of Canterbury 
168 David Riley, Olympic Islands, (Auckland: Reading Warrior,2016),10,15,18,21. 
169 David Riley, Rugby League World, (Auckland: Reading Warrior,2017), 8-18,21. 
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crafted, starting from 1921 with the Hornby club, the first national team in 1995, followed by 

some memorable moments and female legends of the game.170 

A novel feature of Rugby: The History is the exploration of the manner in which New Zealand 

and the Pacific Islands communities took to sevens and wheelchair rugby.171 However, out of 

the 68 pages, women’s rugby is mentioned in a mere four pages, including the All Black 

women’s team and Farah Palmer, who has achieved legendary status. Riley’s work thus 

neglects of women’s rugby, even though the Black Ferns have won more World Cup trophies 

and have a higher winning rate than their male counterparts.  

It is in this vein too, that Huw Richards devotes minimal attention to women’s rugby in A Game 

for Hooligans: The History of Rugby Union.  (2007) is available in soft and hard cover, as well 

as a kindle edition, making it, as the previous works, accessible to a wide audience. It was 

published by Mainstream Publishing, a short-lived company located in Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Founded in 1978, the company ceased trading in 2013. Thus, this publication did not enjoy the 

same traction as previous works that were discussed. This does not nullify the importance of 

the work, since the author, Huw Richards, writes from a professional as well as an academic 

background, being a freelance sportswriter and an Associate Lecturer at London College of 

Communication. He is also the author of Dragons and All Blacks: Wales v. New Zealand - 

1953 and A Century of Rivalry (2004). A game for Hooligans contains fifteen chapters of 

Rugby Union history that unfolds, from the myth of William Webb-Ellis, traversing through 

the medieval Irish period until the modern era that concludes with the 2007 World Cup 

tournament. Its scope is wide and covers histories of the northern and southern hemisphere 

rugby playing nations: Britain, France, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Argentina, Fiji, 

and Japan.172 Here too, the male narrative is overpowering and ever present. The first two 

Women’s World Cup tournaments are mentioned in a small paragraph, mentioning glibly that 

they were not sanctioned by the then International Rugby Football Board (IRFB).173 Such 

neglect of women’s rugby by international authors was also evident in South African 

publications. 

National  

 
170 David Riley, Rugby League World, (Auckland: Reading Warrior,2017),8-18,21. 
171 David Riley, Rugby: The History, (Auckland: Reading Warrior, 2015),26-33,48-55. 
172 Huw Richards, A Game for Hooligans, Ebook (Edinburg: Mainstream Publishing, 2006) Kindle.  
173 Huw Richards, A Game for Hooligans, Ebook, (Edinburg: Mainstream Publishing, 2006) Kindle. 
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One of the most prolific South African rugby historians is the former Bishop’s schoolmaster, 

Paul Dobson his works include: Bishop’s rugby;174Rugby’s Greatest Rivalry;175;, Andre 

Watson: The autobiography;176 Doc: The Life of Danie Craven;177 Tight Head, Loose Balls: 

South African Rugby's Funniest Stories178 and 1995 Rugby World Cup review.179 All of this is 

a testimony to a writer with a wide and deep knowledge of South African rugby, but based on 

a male hegemony.   

This male hegemony is evident in a mammoth 765-page book, The Springbok Opus (2013), 

published by Opus Media and the South African Rugby Union (SARU) under the authorship 

of Paul Dobson, the former Bishop’s Boys schoolteacher. Although a kindle edition is available 

at $6 (September 2021) from Amazon, it is an exclusive and elitist publication, that ranges 

from a medium edition, costing R 3 500, to a classic edition priced at R 5 000, if purchased 

directly from the publishers (September 2021). The stated mission of Opus Media is to produce 

definitive publications featuring the finest writers, stunning images displayed on an epic scale 

and presented in a beautifully designed, luxury format.180 Other publications, also in a glitz-

and-glamour style, in the Opus Media stable include The Official Arsenal Opus and The Official 

Nelson Mandela Opus.181 

Therefore, printed versions of this publication are limited editions, personally signed by some 

of the legends mentioned in the publication, making it a collector’s item, rather than a readable 

academic book, as many of the previous publications under investigation were. It is therefore 

targeted at a high-income elite section of society.  

The value of this publication is that it helps readers gain insight into attitudes of the South 

African social elite towards women’s rugby. In the first chapter, women are mentioned under 

the subheading South African Rugby Football Union 1991–2005, as spectators during the 1896 

England vs SA second test. Dobson employs language that reveals a dominant chauvinistic and 

patronising male attitude that is inherent in the game: “The ladies were present in full force, 

 
174 Paul Dobson, Bishops Rugby: A History, (Cape Town: Don Nelson, 1990). 
175 Paul Dobson, Rugby’s greatest rivalry: South Africa vs New Zealand, 1921-1995, (Cape Town: Human & 

Rousseau,1996). 
176 André Watson, Paul Dobson, André Watson: The Autobiography, 1st ed. (Cape Town: Don Nelson, 2005). 
177 Paul Dobson, Doc: The life of Danie Craven, (Cape Town: Human & Rousseau,1994). 
178 Paul Dobson, Tight Head, Loose Balls: South African Rugby’s Funniest Stories, (Cape Town: Sable Media, 

1995). 
179 Paul Dobson, 1995 Rugby World Cup Review, (Cape Town: Sable Media,1997). 
180 Anon, “Epic Iconic Opus,” This is Opus, accessed on April 20, 2019, About Opus | Opus (thisisopus.com) 
181 Anon, “Epic Iconic Opus,” This is Opus, accessed on April 20, 2019, About Opus | Opus (thisisopus.com) 
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quite outnumbering the sterner sex and they emulated the latter in their enthusiasm.” 182  This 

is the familiar stereotype role that were mapped out for women in 19th century rugby. Dobson 

continues in this trend when he briefly presents women’s rugby in African communities. Here 

he oversimplifies the ‘Ladies section’, as supporters’ clubs were known. In an uncomplicated 

manner, two women, who were highly active in these supporters’ clubs, Nomatyala Elizabeth 

Malamba and No-Jubilee Magqabi, are mentioned. Dobson presents Malamba’s induction into 

the South African Sport and Arts Hall of Fame, not due to her being an outstanding athlete, but 

for her role in organising support for the Bantu Rugby Football club.183  

Women’s rugby is also presented in oversimplified terms in the work of historian and former 

first-class cricketer André Odendaal’s The Story of an African Game: Black Cricketers and the 

Unmasking of One of South Africa's Greatest Myths, 1850–2003. In this hardcover book, 

published by David Philip Publishers from Cape Town, Odendaal briefly mentions, with 

photographs, a women presence in rugby and cricket in black communities as caterers, 

recruiters, sewers and taking charge of washing the team attire.184 Although Odendaal and 

Dobson attempt to write about African women in the South African rugby landscape, they do 

so through the lens of male hegemony. This is a theme that is also evident in the work of Wim 

van der Berg, a seasoned rugby writer and author who, at the time of writing, is the managing 

editor of Blou, the official magazine of the Bulls and the Blue Bulls. As a former rugby player, 

referee and provincial sevens coach, Van der Berg is an authoritative voice on provincial rugby 

in South Africa. However, a neglect of women, as in all other publications thus far, is also 

visible in his 230-page glossy, hard-cover publication, 150 years of South African Rugby,185 

published by Bookstorm, a boutique book publishing house, focusing on non-fictional books. 

Van der Berg provides a descriptive narrative of 150 years of rugby in South Africa, tracking 

changes over time in South African provincial rugby and international matches, with no 

attention given to gender discrimination. 

Although the publication devotes considerable attention to the transition from amateurism to 

professionalism, Van der Berg does not seem to have a problem with the fact that women’s 

rugby in South Africa is still played as an amateur sport. Van der Berg also provides slight and 

incidental information about women. For example, a short and trivial reference in a paragraph 

 
182 Paul Dobson, Springbok. The Official Opus, Ebook, (Cape Town: Opus Media,2014),36,38.  
183  Paul Dobson, Springbok. The Official Opus, Ebook, (Cape Town: Opus Media,2014),36,83. 
184 André Odendaal, The Story of an African Game: Cricketers and the Unmasking of one of South Africa 

Greatest Myths, 1850 – 2003.The story of an African game, (Cape Town: New Africa Books, 2014),127-129. 
185 Wim van der Berg, 150 Years of South African Rugby, (Johannesburg: Bookstorm, 2011),1-230. 
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refers to Marijke Nel, under the incongruous heading “Strange family combinations”.186 Here, 

Van der Berg presents Nel as the granddaughter of Springbok captain Philip J. Nel, who 

captained the Springboks in their test-series win in New Zealand in 1937, the only Springbok 

team to have ever won a series in New Zealand. The fact that Marjike Nel is a Springbok player 

in her own right, is downplayed. This neglect of women is also evident in Van der Berg’s 

second publication, Hou by die Blou. 75 jaar van die Blou Bulle Rugbyunie (True to the Blue. 

75 years of the Blue Bulls Rugby Union). It is a glossy soft cover book of 272 pages, published 

by Lapa publishers, a publishing house that produces mainly Afrikaans publications. In this 

book, Van der Berg portrays the 75-year history of the Blue Bulls Rugby Union (BBRU). Out 

of the 272 pages, only seven are devoted to women’s rugby, in a superficial and patronising 

manner. For example, the sub-heading on page 25, Vrouerugby se trotse rekord (Women’s 

rugby’s proud record) belies the real status of inequality between men’s and women’s rugby 

in South Africa.The woman player, Corrie Bekker, is mentioned primarily as the sister of three 

Springbok rugby brothers and another brother who was an Olympic heavyweight boxer, 

Jaap.187 An incidental mention is also made of Jenny Bentel, the first female television-game 

referee during a men’s Vodacom Cup, and a mere single page on statistics of Blue Bulls women 

that represented the Springboks.188 

Formal studies 

Formal studies in this thesis refer to dissertations, theses, scholarly journal articles and 

commentaries by authors that passed through academic protocols and are in university archives 

on various platforms. The journal article, ‘Mother of the Nation: Rugby, Nationalism and the 

Role of Women in South Africa’s Afrikaner Society’, by Dean Allen, was singled out for 

discussion. Two further scholarly journal articles were identified for this purpose, that of 

Jennifer Curtin: ‘Before the Black Ferns: Tracing the beginnings of women’s rugby in New 

Zealand’’189 and ‘The 1921 Peak and Turning Point in Women’s Football History: An 

Australasian, Cross-code Perspective’ by Katherine Haines. Both articles home in on the 

south-east Pacific region.  

 
186 Wim van der Berg, 150 Years of South African Rugby, (Johannesburg: Bookstorm,2011),164. 
187 Wim van der Berg, Hou by die Blou. 75jaar van Blou Bulle Rugby Unie, (Pretoria: Lapa,2013),25,71. 
188 Wim van der Berg, Hou by die Blou. 75jaar van Blou Bulle Rugby Unie, (Pretoria: Lapa,2013),215-216, 265-

266. 
189 Jennifer Curtin, “Before the Black Ferns: Tracing the beginnings of Women’s Rugby in New Zealand,” The 

International Journal of the History of Sport 33, no.17 (2016): 836-842. 
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Few male historians have ventured to write about South African women’s rugby history. One 

is Dean Allen, a research associate at Bournemouth University, in Britain. Allen is a British 

citizen but completed his doctoral studies in South Africa and ventures into areas of South 

African cricket and rugby history. He is the author of 'Empire, War and Cricket in South Africa: 

Logan of Matjiesfontein’.190 It is his journal article, ‘Mother of the Nation: Rugby, Nationalism 

and the Role of Women in South Africa’s Afrikaner Society’, that is of interest to this study. 

Allen asserts that it is the notion of Volksmoeder (‘Mother of the Nation’) that promoted the 

virtues of ‘ideal womanhood’ and became a central unifying force within Afrikanerdom. This 

is of special significance to this study, since Ingrid Botha and Yolanda Meiring fall in this 

cultural group. 

Allen claims that this notion of Volksmoeder was created by Afrikaner men and sustained 

through the male-dominated realms of politics and rugby. In Britain, major middle-class 

feminist campaigns were underway from the 1880s onwards, to allow women better education, 

to gain the vote and to reduce male sexual power over women. This was different within the 

South African Afrikaner society. Allen claims that Afrikaner women remained the submissive 

participants within the South African patriarchal society, where male-dominated practices in 

areas such as rugby and the political activities of societies such as the Broederbond (Afrikaner 

Brotherhood) assumed ultimate control over social value systems.191  

Allen further substantiates his claims by calling up the respected South African  historian, 

Albert Grundlingh, as follows: “Women were welcomed into the fold not through the 

promotion of equal opportunity, but rather because it served the interest of men and the sport 

in general.”192 In other words, the role that women played in rugby as spectators, supporters 

and performers of endless lists of domestic chores for the benefit of men and boys, was never 

challenged by the broader Afrikaner community. Rugby, with its nationalist causes, sentenced 

Afrikaans women to a constrained, male-defined position within South African society, 

according to Allen.   

 
190 Dean Allen, Empire, War and Cricket in South Africa: Logan of Matjiesfontein, (Cape Town: Zebra Press, 

2015). 
191 Dean Allen, “Mother of the nation: rugby, nationalism and the role of women in South Africa's Afrikaner 

society,” in Sport in Society,17, no.4 (2014),475. 
192 Dean Allen, “Mother of the nation: rugby, nationalism and the role of women in South Africa's Afrikaner 

society,” in Sport in Society,17, no.4 (2014),475. 
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Curtin, a professor in politics and international relations at the University of Auckland, gives 

details in a history of women’s rugby, including of the Pākehā and the Māori 193 woman’s 

rugby in the South Pacific Island.  This was done through a journal article: ‘The 1921 Peak and 

Turning Point in Women’s Football History: An Australasian, Cross-Code Perspective’ in the 

premier sport history journal, The International Journal of the History Sport.194Curtin starts 

with an account of a rugby tour of 1891, organised by a certain Mrs Nita Webb, during a time 

that Pākehā and Māori women started seeking equal rights. Curtin details how Webb was 

confronted with disgust and dismay by many readers in the local press, with taunts of allowing 

women to play such a rough and dangerous game where they would destroy their dignity and 

endanger their health. Curtin highlights how attempts by women to organise and grow the game 

in a formal sense between 1890 and the 1920s were rarely documented and remained hidden 

from historians. It was, according to Curtin, that slight interest in women’s rugby history in 

New Zealand took off in 1980 when it was recognised officially.   

Katherine Haines, a Tom Brock Scholarship195 recipient, expands on themes of women’s 

struggles to play rugby and for official recognition in her article mentioned above. She does 

this by recalling anecdotal accounts. One such anecdotal account is of a match in Sydney, 

Australia on 17 September 1921, between two women’s Rugby League teams, the Metropolitan 

Blues and Sydney Reds, initially supported by the New South Wales Rugby League (NSWRL). 

Three days before the match, the NSWRL placed a ban on this event. However, it went ahead 

in front of a crowd of between 20 000 to 30 000 spectators. Despite this, the New South Wales 

Ladies Rugby League (NSWLRL) was disbanded two years later. Haines points to the English 

Football Association’s (FA) (soccer) ban on women, based on medical grounds. Thus, if soccer 

was ‘unsuitable’, employers claimed that they could not permit their female employees to 

continue with Australian Rules, league rugby and rugby union.196 This, however, did not stop 

the spread of women’s rugby internationally during the twentieth century, but they never 

achieved the same status as their male counterparts. This is brought home in the journal article: 

‘Showcasing the Springboks: The commercialisation of South African rugby heritage’ by Dr 

 
193Māori - are the indigenous Polynesian people of New Zealand. Pākehā - a Māori-language term for New 

Zealanders primarily of European descent, a white New Zealander. 
194 Katherine Haines, “The 1921 Peak and Turning Point in Women’s Football History: An Australasian, Cross-

Code Perspective,” The International Journal of the History Sport 33, no. 8 (2016): 828-846. 
195 Tom Brock Scholarship – Scholarship for Postgraduate students, early career academics or independent 

researchers with topics relating to rugby league or other sport relating to rugby league in Australia or in other 

countries.  
196 Katherine Haines, “The 1921 Peak and Turning Point in Women’s Football History: An Australasian, Cross-

Code Perspective,” in The International Journal of the History Sport 33, no. 8 (2016): 828-846 
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Marizanne Grundlingh, a South African-based sport anthropologist. Grundlingh also has other 

publications on South African gender studies and sport, notably ‘Boobs and balls: Exploring 

issues of gender and identity among women soccer players at Stellenbosch University’.197 

Being a female South African scholar with an academic track record in the field of rugby 

heritage, makes Grundlingh a worthwhile source for consultation on women’s rugby.  

Grundlingh’s statement “Women’s rugby, although important, has yet to develop a heritage 

comparable to that of mainstream rugby”,198 echoes the male dominant narrative in the South 

African rugby heritage. 

This literature review indicates that women do have a record of rugby history. It is admittedly 

a history that has not been as thoroughly recorded as that of men and have not been the focus 

area of established scholars. There is also a gradual increase in female scholars directing their 

attention to rugby history.  

From the historical accounts in this literature review, the following gaps have been identified. 

There are very little and even an absence of women participation details (with one or two 

exceptions) in historical records other than in Europe and the South East Pacific. There are also 

no substantive statistical historical accounts to match the male version. Finally, there is a 

complete absence of biographical accounts of elite woman rugby players. These gaps inform 

the construction of the research methodology. 

1.4. Research methodology  

Study design 

Data collection was done using informal discussions alongside archival research to determine 

the historical significance of the players under investigation. The study design was shaped by 

the work of Carla L. Peck and Peter Seixas in their criteria for historical significance. These 

scholars present the following criteria for determining historical significance.199 

Resulting in change: The person, event and/or development had a deep significance for many 

people over a long period of time.  

 
197 Marizanne Grundlingh, “Boobs and balls: Exploring issues of gender and identity among women soccer 

players at Stellenbosch University,” in Agenda 24, no.85 (2010),45-53. 
198 Marizanne Grundlingh, “Showcasing the Springboks: The commercialisation of South African rugby 

heritage,” in South African Review of Sociology 46, no.1 (2015),107. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277942929 
199Carla Peck, Peter Seixas, “Benchmarks of Historical Thinking: First Steps,” in Canadian Journal of 

Education 31, no.4 (2008):1015-1038.  
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Revealing: The person, event, and/or development sheds light on continuing or emergent issues 

in history and modern life, or it was important at some time in history within the communal 

memory of one or more groups. Participants might meet either or both criteria in order to be 

historically significant. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in person or via Skype/Zoom the three participants 

in the study. 

Participants 

Three participants for the study were selected according to the following criteria. The player: 

• was a Springbok women’s rugby player between 2002 and 2016; 

• played either fifteens, sevens or both codes at national level;  

• was a Springbok captain and/or won a player-of-the-year award;  

• participated in at least one World Cup;  

• was a contracted player;  

• caused change, in that the person had a deep significance for many people over a period; 

and 

• reveals and elucidates continuing or developing issues in history or modern life or was 

important at some time in history within the collective memory of a group. 

Three of the seven criteria had to be met by the participants to be selected. 

Data collection  

Data was gathered by literature readings, archival searches, the internet, emails and messages 

as well as semi-structured interviews were conducted using a self-designed interview guide 

consisting of both open- and closed-ended questions.  

The self-designed interview guide made use of the following questions. 

1. Assess your performance by referring to comments made by 

coaches/players/supporters/media during any of your international games. 

2. Report on positive and negative comments made by fellow players about your performance 

during a WRWC that you participated in. 
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3. Present a case for receiving the following accolades: player of the match; Springbok 

women’s player of the year and/or other.  

4. Indicate how many games you played during your Springbok career.  

5. How long did you play Springbok rugby (sevens and/or fifteens)? 

6. Argue the availability of contracts to Springbok women’s rugby players. 

7. Report on the codes that you played: fifteens and/or sevens. 

8. Evaluate your choice of provincial team. 

9. Justify the use of the Springbok as an emblem instead of the Presidential 15. 

10. Defend the cap system.  

11. Recall where and with whom did you first play or learn about rugby?  

The insufficient statistical data at club, provincial and even national level compared to the 

men’s game are shortcomings of data collected, however the data collected assisted in getting 

a glimpse into the performance of these players by reconstructing their narratives.  

1.5. Problem statement   

By reconstructing the performance narratives of three Springbok women rugby players an 

attempt was made to fill a void of limited narratives regarding Springbok women’s rugby 

players biographies, as was revealed in the literature review. Measuring performance in an 

athletic context has a popular undertone of representing the pursuit of excellence, where 

athletes measure their performance as an evolution toward excellence or success.200 Using 

narratives, it can be proved that women were not merely spectators, but also passionate 

participants in the sport. 

This study aimed to provide a glimpse into the performance narrative of three historically 

significant South African woman rugby players. The study covered the period from 2002, the 

official inauguration of women’s rugby in South Africa, to 2016 when the last of these three 

players finished their Springbok rugby careers. Performance data, such as the number of games 

played and points scored, were not always captured, or were kept for future reference.  

1.6 Aim of the study 

 
200 Anon, “Sport Performance,” Encyclopedia, August 14, 2020,  Sport Performance | Encyclopedia.com 
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The primary aim of the study was to reconstruct performance narratives of three historically 

significant Springbok women’s rugby players between 2002 and 2016:    

• to prove the historical significance of the three Springbok women rugby players;  

• to create a point of reference for the creation of future Springbok women’s rugby 

players’ narratives; and 

• to try and fill the void that exists in research about Springbok women’s rugby history 

in South Africa. 

1.7 Definition of concepts 

The methodology is grounded in the following theoretical concepts -Reconstructionism, 

Performance Narratives and Historical Significance. 

Reconstructionism refers to the collection and interpretation of data. Performance narratives 

denote the writing style of the narrative. Historical significance indicates the criteria that the 

sport historian uses for selecting subjects for investigation.   

Reconstructionism 

British historian and author, Alun Munslow,  presents three models of inquiry for sport 

historians: reconstructionism, constructionism, and deconstructionism. Munslow is known for 

his deconstructionist approach to writing. 

Deconstructionists reflect on a restricted or partial past, focusing on selected aspects of the 

past. Constructionism theorists are interested in explanatory generalisations and broad trends, 

interpreting the ‘how and why’ patterns. 

On the other hand, reconstructionist methodologies dominate sport history and departs from 

the postulation that the past can be exposed as closely as possible to the event, was or ensued. 

The author agrees with this and therefore this study was grounded in reconstructionism as a 

research methodology. Reconstructionist Allen Guttmann, a former emeritus professor of 

English and American studies at the Amherst College, located the basic instrument of structural 

change in the pursuit of achievement, success and status that underpinned the all-crucial 

scientific revolution in his work, From Ritual to Record.201 Guttmann’s foundations of modern 

 
201Douglas Booth, The Field. Truth and fiction of Sport History, (London: Routledge, 2005), 21; Allen Guttman, 

From Ritual to Record: The Nature of Modern Sports, (New York: Columbia University Press,1978).  
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sport rely on records, which are derived from a combination of an impulse to quantification 

and the aspiration to win, to excel and to be the best. This is what this study attempted to do.   

Reconstructionists argue that sport historians exist independently of the historical moment 

under investigation, discover the past objectively and are uncontaminated by ideology. The 

resultant historical sport narratives correspond not just with the past, but also with truth that 

separates history from fiction. In successful narratives, the events follow a linear sequence 

where the narrator links the events more or less chronologically. In the following chapters, 

historical narratives of three Springbok women’s rugby players were constructed that followed 

such a linear sequence. 

Performance narrative  

This study created a performance-style narrative. Two researchers, Kitrina Douglas and David 

Carless, describe the performance narrative, which is the dominant form in sport history 

writing, as a story of single-minded dedication to sport performance, to the exclusion of other 

areas of life and self.202 Douglas, a researcher at the Leeds Beckett University, is professionally 

qualified to promote this narrative style, since she played professional sport for 20 years. She 

is also a founder member of first Network for Performative Research in Sport and Exercise in 

conjunction with colleagues from other universities.203 Carless, on the other hand, is a Professor 

of Narrative Psychology in the Research Institute for Sport, Physical Activity and Leisure at 

Leeds Beckett University. He is one of several researchers pioneering performative storytelling 

and autoethnographic methodologies.204 Performance narratives are described as the most 

common for two reasons: firstly, because it is the common type of story where we hear elite 

athletes speak. Secondly, it corresponds to most public portrayals of athletes.   

Achievement and/or lack of it, is at the foreground of performance narratives, not considering 

social, political and/or cultural viewpoints in detail. Winning, results and achievements are pre-

eminent and intricately linked to the story tellers’ mental wellbeing, self-worth, and identity 

within the plot of the performance narrative.205 It is ultimately performance outcomes, such as 

being the best or winning, that form the backbone of the story conspiracy in performance 

 
202 Kitrina Douglas, David Carless, “Abondoning the performance narrative: Two women's stories of transition 

from professional golf,” in Journal of Applied Sport Psychology 21, no.2 (2009):215. 
203 Anon, Leeds Beckett  University, September 15, 2019, Dr Kitrina Douglas | Leeds Beckett University 
204 Anon, Leeds Beckett University, September 15, 2019, https://www.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/events/inaugural-

lectures/pil---professor-david-carless/ 
205 Kitrina Douglas, David Carless, “Abondoning the performance narrative: Two women's stories of transition 

from professional golf,” in Journal of Applied Sport Psychology 21, no.2 (2009):215.  
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narratives. The real value of performance narratives is that it leads to women creating their own 

narratives, through focusing on their personal results and achievements.  

After the sport historian has identified a suitable data collection tool and an effective reporting 

mechanism, the next step is to justify the choice of subject material for investigation, or to put 

it differently, explain the historical significance of the study.  

Historical significance 

This is the process used to evaluate what was significant about selected people, events and 

developments in the past. Historians use different criteria to establish historical significance. 

Criteria of historical significance are articulated in the works of Partington and Counsell. 

Partington’s five criteria are: importance, profundity, quantity, durability and relevance, 

focusing on what makes an event historically significant. Counsell’s criteria are the five Rs: 

remarkable, remembered, resonant, resulting in change and revealing, why a development or 

event is historically significant.206 Both these lists seemed intricate and Peck and Seixas 

propositioned two criteria. This study made use of the following two criteria: The individual 

must contribute or be part of broader changes in society and he/she must reveal something 

about society. 

Significant topics might meet one, but not necessarily both these criteria. There is a difference 

in some event or person being simply significant, meaning that they were important to the lives 

of people in the past and being historically significant. For it to be historically significant, 

consideration should be given to why we should remember or study these people or events, and 

do they fit into a narrative of change that we should care about.207 The interview guide compiled 

for this study made use of the criteria set out by Peck and Seixas to establish historical 

significance.  

Conclusion 

In this chapter the following was reviewed: the introduction to the study, the literature review, 

and the research methodology that the study followed. In understanding the history of woman’s 

rugby, early ball games were traced, from Emily Valentine in Ireland in 1887 to the inclusion 

of sevens rugby at the 2016 Rio Olympics. The chapter included a historical overview of 

 
206 Michael Harcourt, Gregor Fountain, Mark Sheehan, “Historical significance and sites of memory.” in SET: 

Research Information for Teachers 2, (2011):27-29. 
207 Carla Peck, Peter Seixas, “Benchmarks of Historical Thinking: First Steps,” in Canadian Journal of 

Education 31, no.4 (2008):1027,1028. 
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women’s club and provincial rugby in South Africa as well as international teams, as it relates 

to the main characters in the study.  

The literature reviewed included four international books, three national books and four 

articles. With regards to the research methodology, it included a study design with a self-

designed interview guide with questions, based on the Peck and Seixas criteria for historical 

significance of resulting in change and being revealing. By reconstructing a performance 

narrative of three Springbok women’s rugby players between 2002 and 2016, the study aimed 

to prove the historical significance of these three players, create a point of reference for the 

creation of future narratives pertaining to Springbok women’s rugby players and attempt to fill 

the void that exists in research regarding the history about Springbok women’s rugby players 

in South Africa. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

INGRID BOTHA  

 

2.1 Introduction  

2.2 Early years  

2.3 Club rugby career 

2.4 Provincial rugby career 

2.5 International rugby career 

2.6 Celebrating historically significant performances 
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2.1 Introduction  

The trend where women took up the game decades after their male counterparts is visible right 

throughout the South African rugby history. It is also seen in local clubs as far reaching as in 

the most northernly province with Tzaneen Rugby Club, established in 1932, (today known as 

Letaba Rugby Club), which still only make provision for male teams today.208 It is in this, the 

most northerly province of South Africa, that the narrative of Ingrid Botha, the first of the three 

Springbok women’s rugby players in this study, unfolds.   

2.2 Early years  

Ingrid Botha, born on 23 March 1977 as one of twins, grew up in the far northly area of South 

Africa, in Tzaneen, in the present-day Mopani District of Limpopo. As with most Afrikaans 

communities in that area, rugby formed part of the social fibre. Botha remembers her childhood 

days where “Rugby was part of growing up, me and my twin sister used to play with our older 

brother on the farm outside Tzaneen, and socially with the boys at primary school.”209 

However, it was a fibre with masculine principles bolstering and maintaining male 

dominion.210 Tzaneen Primary and Ben Vorster High School, her alma mater, encouraged this 

type of masculinity in their rugby traditions, a rite of passage in adulthood for boys. Neither of 

the two schools provided the opportunity for girls to play rugby at school level, and neither do 

they do so even up until the present.  

Women had to use men as role models and Botha remembers how, as a spectator, she watched 

her childhood hero, Danie Gerber, playing for the Springboks in the mid-field as centre, the 

same position in which she played years later. In later years, another male player, Jean de 

Villiers, inspired her to perform better and excel in her position since he, too, played at centre.  

Given the masculine culture of rugby, Botha was restricted to netball, hockey, athletics, 

swimming, and biathlon as a child, in all of which she excelled. She represented Far North 

Province at national level in both swimming and biathlon. Despite these restrictions, there is 

 
208 Bennie Kruger, “Letaba Rugby Club,” Info, October 18, 2020, Letaba Rugbyklub | iinfo TZANEEN 
209 Ingrid Botha, interview with MMW Louw, September 12, 2020. 
210 Dean Allen, “‘Mother of the nation’: rugby, nationalism and the role of women in South Africa's Afrikaner 

Society,” in Sport in Society 17, no. 4 (2014):473,474. 
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no evidence of Botha developing any strong feminist views in later life. Instead, she speaks 

highly of Jan Hanekom, later her (male) coach at club, provincial and national level. 

After Botha matriculated from Ben Vorster High School in 1995, she moved to the town of 

George, in the Western Cape, attending the South African National Defence Force (SANDF) 

Women’s College, commonly known as the Civil Defence College. After entering this bastion 

of masculinity, she would later enter another male dominated field when she started playing 

club rugby.  

2.3 Club rugby years 

Botha’s club rugby history overlaps with her international career. This section deals with 

Botha’s international career as a club player. 

In January 2000, Botha started playing rugby in a structured environment at the age of 23, 

without any previous experience. She played for the Correctional Services Club in the local 

Blue Bulls women’s rugby league for one season as outside centre. 

The following season she joined the Kempton Park Wolves playing in the centre position again. 

Then, in 2003, most of the players and coaching staff of the Kempton Park Wolves, including 

the coach, Hanekom, moved to the Pretoria-based club, Harlequins Rugby Club. She captained 

the women’s team of the club for two successive seasons. Most of the players and staff lived 

in Pretoria and with the opportunity at Harlequins Rugby Club, it made sense to play at a 

Pretoria-based club. Botha’s military background helped her to fit in with the coaching style 

and type of game that Quins, Kempton Park Wolves, and the Blue Bulls played under 

Hanekom. This strict disciplinarian coached in a manner that left the women with little room 

to improvise. This, according to Botha, was the right thing, because it gave more structure to 

the players, especially for the beginners.211 

The fluidity in women’s rugby allowed Botha to join the Tuks Ladies, for a once-off match 

against the Furies in 2003 at the air force base in the small town of Hoedspruit, Limpopo, with 

Tuks Ladies winning the game by a narrow margin of 15-12. The style of play at Tuks Ladies 

was different from what she was used to at Quins, as they played more of a running type of 

game. Tuks Ladies had smaller players, especially amongst the forwards, which resulted in this 

running type of game. This would give her more opportunity firstly, to run with the ball and 

not just draw in the attackers and then offload to her wings, and secondly, to set up play for her 
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forwards after being tackled. Marinus van der Watt, the coach of Tuks Ladies, also preferred 

that players make their own decisions, to ‘read’ the game and assess what is in front of you.  

Botha represented Quins as captain in the semi-final against Tuks Ladies in the local Blue Bulls 

club tournament. Here she played outside centre, with her sister, Natasha Botha, also in the 

team at fullback. During the game, bizarrely, both Bothas had to leave the field after a head-on 

collision with each other, an incident that arguably cost Quins the game and tournament. 

During the 2004 season, Botha captained Quins to the finals against Tuks, but Quins lost.212 

In 2005 Botha enrolled for a Bachelor’s in Sport Science (BSport Sci) degree at the University 

of Pretoria. Here, she captained the women’s university rugby team between 2005 and 2007, 

remaining a member until she retired in 2013. It was a successful period in her career and she 

received honorary colours at the University of Pretoria between 2005 and 2008, as well as the 

Tuks Women’s Rugby Player of the year trophy in 2005 and 2007.213 In 2006, she captained 

Tuks Ladies in the Cheetahs’ inter-provincial tournament that included the final match where, 

as mentioned above, a fight broke out that resulted in  the management team making the 

decision to promote seven-a-side rugby instead of the formal 15-women version.  Botha stated 

that it is possible that if the fight had not occurred, the 15-a-side format would still have been 

played for perhaps another season. She claimed it was the precarious financial situation of the 

team that resulted in the scrapping of the 15 -woman version the fight was just a cover-up.214 

Botha was part of the successful 2008 Tuks Ladies team that defeated the Pretoria Rugby Club 

57-5, and the Cheetahs 69-0 in a friendly fifteens tournament. During the 2009 season, when 

the Russian Women’s Sevens team, mentioned in the opening chapter, trained in Pretoria in 

preparation of the World Cup Sevens tournament in Dubai, they played against and defeated 

Tuks Ladies in all three their games. Botha and her team learned valuable lessons, as the 

Russian women’s ball-skills, such as passing, and their level of conditioning was more 

advanced than that of the Pretoria women. 

When the Tuks Ladies became part of the global sevens rugby initiative in 2011, Botha enjoyed 

unparalleled success in a series of national and international tournaments. During the Blue 

Bulls 10s tournament, Tuks Ladies won all their games with the biggest winning margin against 

Pretoria, 67-0. According to Botha, the reason for such a high score was due to the type of 
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running game that she and her team played, with a quick backline and fast forwards who could 

attack from any spot on the field, and they tended to avoid too much contact.215 

Botha was on form and played superbly in 2011 also. This form was displayed effectively in 

the Dubai International Invitational Sevens tournament, on 2 and 3 December 2011. The first 

day did not go as planned and the Tuks Ladies lost 5-17 against Russia, and 14-33 against 

France. In the last game of the day, they won 7-5 against Kenya, qualifying for a semi-final 

against Ukraine the following day. Tuks Ladies won this semi-final 28-7, as mentioned earlier, 

with ‘Bouts’, as Ingrid is known amongst her teammates, scoring a try. The Plate final was 

between Kenya and Tuks Ladies who won, 36-24. Botha’s recollections of this tournament 

include the improvement of the South African team against the Russians and the hard knock 

she had taken during the game against France. She believes she was concussed, but still played 

the next day, something that would not happen 2022, as Tuks Ladies now have a medical team 

travelling with them, a luxury they did not have back then.216 Despite her injury, Botha was a 

vital link in the 2012 international success of Tuks Ladies, as was mentioned in the opening 

chapter of this study. 

Botha’s last season with the club was in 2013, ending an eight-year connection. That year Tuks 

Ladies won the Dubai International Invitational tournament again. 

2.4 Provincial rugby career 

When Botha moved to the Kempton Park Wolves in 2002, she was selected for the Falcons 

provincial side that became the first women’s inter-provincial champions, on Woman’s Day, 9 

August 2002. The Falcons defeated KwaZulu-Natal 36-0 in the final, with Botha scoring a 

try.217 

Botha was selected for the Blue Bulls during the 2003 season and was a key figure in the defeat 

of the Griffons218 (138-0) and Leopards219 (117-0).220 Botha was also part of the Blue Bulls 

team that played against the Richmond Women’s Football Rugby Club221 during their South 

 
215 Botha, interview.  
216 Botha, interview. 
217 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2003, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2003),419-421. 
218 Griffons – South African union provincial rugby team from the Northern Free State, based in Welkom. The 

women’s team played at provincial level since 2002, now in the B-division. 
219 Leopards – South African union provincial rugby team from the North West province, based in 

Potchefstroom, with the women’s team participating in the inter provincial tournament since 2002, now in the 

B-division. 
220 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2004, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2004),416-418. 
221 Richmond Women’s Football Rugby Club- Women’s rugby club in Richmond England formed in 1986, 

touring South Africa in 2003.  
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African tour in 2003. Botha again scored a try.222 Later in that season, she was concussed during 

a semi-final match and could not play against Eastern Province in the final. The fact that the 

Blue Bulls won 39-0, without Botha, was a sign of team maturation.223 The Blue Bulls women, 

with Botha back in the side, played against Eastern Province in a curtain raiser for the men’s 

Absa Currie Cup final in 2004, winning 48-0.  

In 2005, Botha was vice-captain of the Blue Bulls team who won all six of their league games 

that year. The most outstanding victories were: a 63-5 win against the Cheetahs where Botha 

scored two tries,224 80-0 against the Golden Lions with Botha scoring three tries,225 58-0 against 

KwaZulu-Natal, where Botha scored a try226 and 22-3 against Eastern Province.227
 With this 

win, the Blue Bulls became the first women’s team to win the inter-provincial tournament three 

times back-to-back, displaying their dominance in the competition. Botha was singled out as 

one of the outstanding players in this match by Zeena Isaacs, reporting on women’s rugby for 

the annual report in SA Rugby.228 Her fearlessness on defence and her ability to straighten up 

the line and take the ball into contact helped fellow team mates to score, according to Isaacs. 

The Blue Bulls, with Botha in the team, asserted dominance in the opening season of the sevens 

version that year winning all four games in their pool, defeating the Lions 38-0 in the semi-

finals and the Free State Cheetahs (24-7) in the finals.229 That year also, she was recognised for 

her contribution on the field as the top try scorer, best backline player of the season and the 

Blue Bulls player of the year by the Blue Bulls women’s coaching staff.230 

Botha and the Bulls had a further successful season in 2006 by scoring 198 points in four 

games, while running up 34 tries and conceding just seven tries and 43 points. The Bulls played 

against Western Province in the final match of the season, defeating them 69-13, ensuring a 

fourth championship title. The women’s Blue Bulls team played typical Blue Bulls rugby, the 

same as the men: making use of a strong, heavy forward pack, with centres that could straighten 

the line and take contact, putting the forwards at work again and if the forwards did not score, 

then offloading to the fast wings.231 Questions can be asked whether the women’s version of 
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225 Karinda Basson, Womensrugby, July 5, 2005, www.womensrugby.co.za. 
226 Karinda Basson, Womensrugby, June 5, 2005, www.womensrugby.co.za. 
227 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),395. 
228 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2004, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),396. 
229 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),395,396. 
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231 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2007, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2007),148,248. 
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rugby was an independent movement or a reinforcement of male muscular values. The 

researcher supports the idea that this version of rugby was a reinforcement of male muscular 

values, since the coaching staff was predominantly male, and the team setup and game play 

was similar to that of the men’s team. 

The Bulls dominance was disrupted in 2007 when Eastern Province defeated them (13-22), in 

the final game of the season. The loss came as a shock to Botha and her teammates, as they 

were leading 13-0 at half time. This ended a string of 33 successive victories and denied them 

a fifth title.232 Things did not improve in the 2008 season, with the Blue Bulls losing 20-24 to 

Eastern Province in the semi-finals.233  This was also the last year that Botha played for the 

Blue Bulls in the fifteen’s version, and she moved to the sevens game where she represented 

the Blue Bulls until 2011. According to Botha, the high scores that the Blue Bulls managed 

against opposition teams, especially in the earlier years, were due to the team setup, playing 

patterns and the coaching style of the Blue Bulls. The Bulls had a strong forwards pack with 

players that were bigger and taller in stature than most other teams and they exploited this, just 

as in the men’s Blue Bulls style. They would use the forwards to pull in the other teams’ players 

and if needed, made use of the centre pair, to pull in more of the defence, leaving space for the 

wingers, who were extremely fast and tall, to attack. She also indicates that they had more than 

one player who could kick for the goal posts, meaning that the score board kept rolling, as they 

seldom missed. During her provincial career, Botha played for two provincial sides, the Falcons 

and the Blue Bulls. She recalls that at both these sides, she was coached by a national coach, 

and this was a motive for her to play in these provincial rugby unions.234 

2.5 International rugby career 

This section deals with Botha’s international career as a South African player. 

After the first inter-provincial women’s competition on 9 August 2002, the South African 

Rugby Football Union (SARFU) selected a squad of 44 players for specialised training and 

conditioning under the tutelage of Hanekom. As the national squad started to take form, the 

group was downsized to 30 players. Botha was part of this select group, called the National 

Women’s Rugby Elite Squad. They underwent further testing, conditioning and specialised 

training and attended two national training camps in Cape Town and Johannesburg. Despite 
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the increasing demands on the women’s time and finances, the players retained their amateur 

status.235 

The SA President’s XV Women’s Team, as the national team was known (not as Springboks), 

played their first international match in Pongola, a small town in KwaZulu-Natal on 14 June 

2003, without media publicity and in attire designed for men, leaving them to play in outsized 

jerseys. Botha was part of this historical moment in women’s rugby. The SA women’s team 

lost this match against an England Women’s Development Team (0-45).236  

Botha played in the first Springbok test team against Wales in 2004, as a replacement. It was 

not a glamorous debut for a Springbok player since they lost 5-8 in the first test, and 15-16 in 

the second. However, Botha recalled how proud she was to have worn the green and gold for 

the first time and singing the national anthem before the start of the match. She was then 

selected as vice-captain for the first Springbok tour to England in 2005. It was on this tour that 

Botha initially made her name as a significant Springbok player. Her performance drew the 

comment from her coach that she was “deadly on defence, with good vision and decision-

making during the games”.237 A local website commented that she played each game with 

consistency and that she created excitement amongst the spectators every time she touched the 

ball.238 Not surprisingly, she was named the British Airways Women's Rugby Achiever of the 

Year at the annual Absa/SA Rugby Awards banquet in Sandton. This is the equivalent award 

to the Best Springbok Male Player of the Year.239 It appears that Botha did not take up a 

feminist activist role and she recollects: “It was a proud moment for me and a highlight in my 

rugby career, …  [during the Absa/SA Rugby Awards banquet] I got to meet my [male] rugby 

hero, Jean de Villiers.”    

The Springbok women, as mentioned earlier, made their debut at the Women’s Rugby World 

Cup in Canada in 2006. In preparation for this, the South African side played a two-match test 

series against the Netherlands. South Africa won both matches, with Botha appointed vice-

captain. She was also appointed captain against England and Ireland.240 It was during this 

tournament that Botha, for the first time, experienced severe criticism. Her teammates, coaches 

and the public commented on her poor passing and ‘waiting on defence instead of pressing up’. 
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However, the praise and positive annotations in the media about her good offload in tackle 

situations, being deadly on defence and being a selfless player, boosted her confidence despite 

the poor team results.241 

In 2008, Botha played her final match of her career on wing outside her usual position at centre, 

in the second match against the Nomads.242 According to Botha, it left a bittersweet after taste 

since she preferred not to play in that position and believed that fellow teammate, Yolanda 

Meiring should have played wing, as she did in the previous match. This placed Botha under 

enormous stress as she rarely played on wing. It was not the finale that Botha had hoped for to 

end her Springbok rugby career at the age of 31 and after 11 test caps in the national jersey.  

2.6 Celebrating historically significant performances 

Ingrid Botha’s hand imprints were cast in bronze when the Springbok Experience Rugby 

Museum was opened in 2013 at the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront in Cape Town. It was a 

glittering event which included the commemoration of 43 South African national team 

captains, from across the diverse rugby traditions of South Africa. However, only three of the 

captains were women.243 This act recognised Botha as an important figure in the Springbok 

rugby tradition. She has a statistical narrative that makes her a significant figure in South 

African rugby history. This narrative includes representing South Africa between 2004 and 

2008, in World Cup Rugby, in 11 tests in total and a once-off game in 2003 in the SA 

President’s XV women’s team. She captained the national team twice.  

The museum closed in 2019 due to cost-saving measures. There is therefore a real danger that 

Botha’s historical significance to Springbok rugby traditions will be erased from public 

consciousness.244 This is regrettable because her historical significance sheds light on rugby in 

socially created genderised roles as mapped out by a male-biased rugby environment. She 

experienced obstacles common to women players. During her career Botha remained a non-

contracted player, having to maintain her day job as a major in the army, and playing in her 

free time. The SARU was not as financially supportive of women players as of men during 

Botha’s career.245 Up until the present (2021), women’s rugby remains an amateur sport in 
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South Africa with only Lorinda Brown, Phumeza Gadu and Marithy Pienaar having received 

contracts by 2018.246 Botha’s recognition as a rugby test player was also undervalued by the 

South African rugby authorities since she never got capped for any of her test matches and only 

received her cap much later. Since she did not attend the ceremony, it was sent to her via post. 

This traditional capping ceremony, a highlight in any Springbok player’s career, takes place 

once a player is officially selected for the national team. However, this tradition was not upheld 

in the early playing years of women players and Botha only received her cap eight years after 

she retired from the game. Due to work commitments, she could not attend the ceremony.247 

Ingrid Botha’s performance is however entrenched in the South African rugby public 

consciousness as articulated by fellow Springbok rugby player, Marijke Nel. 

A calculated honey badger, Ingrid Botha's military background made her a calculated player who 

always had a plan. No matter how insurmountable the odds may have seemed, she stayed focused 

on the task at hand. She was fearless on the defence, unintimidated by big players on the charge, 

and tough as a honey badger. She would make bone-jarring tackles on backs and forwards alike. 

As a flyhalf, one had to be vigilant anywhere near a “Bouts” tackle, since it wasn't uncommon 

for opponents to lose the ball when she cut them in half, presenting great opportunities for 

counterattacks. On the offence, Ingrid was the type of centre who was every flyhalf's dream. She 

would straighten up the line, take the ball into contact and tie up at least two defensive players 

while calmly recycling the ball and creating gaps around her for the rest of us. When she broke 

the line (as she frequently did through deft hand-offs), we had to sprint to catch up if we were 

going to offer any kind of meaningful support. In addition to being calculated and ridiculously 

resilient, “Bouts” had a great set of wheels”.248 

Tuks teammates referred to Ingrid Botha as “Captain, my Captain”. This tongue-in- cheek 

reference was because Botha not just captained Tuks, her former club Quins and provincial and 

national sides, she also held the rank of captain in the South African Military. It also recalls the 

Walt Whitman poem “O Captain! My Captain!” This poem tells of the endeavours of a Captain 

who stood at the helm and got his crew safely back to shore, although he could not witness it 

himself as he succumbed to peril. In similar fashion, Botha was that captain more than once for 

Quins, Tuks, the Blue Bulls and the Springboks when she had to lead in stormy conditions 

during losses or when they were riding high on the tide, to keep her team motivated and proud. 
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She never had a player contract, neither the opportunity to use the sport she loved as a career 

path. Despite the social and cultural odds stacked against Ingrid Botha, she leaves behind a 

historically significant legacy that pioneered change for South African women rugby players, 

such as Yolanda Meiring.  
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3.1 Introduction  

Yolanda Meiring represented the first generation of South African women rugby players. The 

Tuks Ladies coach, Riaan van der Merwe, described Yolanda Meiring as follows:  

Yolanda could play in every position in the backline from scrumhalf to fullback, playing 

both codes, fifteens and sevens, an all-rounder of the game. Her kicking skills and the way 

she could ‘read’ the game made her an asset for any team. I believe the style of play at Tuks 

Ladies suited her and contributed to her success, we loved to play running rugby and let 

the players think for themselves, see what is happening on the field and play accordingly, 

not us as coaches telling them how to play in situations.249 

Yolanda Meiring was born on 14 August 1983, the same year that the IRB discussed and 

dismissed the idea of a Rugby World Cup.250 Twenty-three years later Meiring played in her 

first Rugby World Cup in Canada. Meiring was a ‘sweeper’ and a ‘playmaker’. In sevens rugby, 

the sweeper system refers to one where six players play in front with one player at the back as 

the sweeper. This player will cover the back, kick, and run as she acts as the last woman in 

defence. A playmaker engages the opposite team, changes the tempo of the game, and directs 

the attacks. This means that the playmaker must be able to perform in cover defence situations 

as a last player in the defensive line, but also have strong kicking capabilities to assist with 

launching counterattacks.251 What this implies, is that Meiring is not the scorer for teams, but 

provides support to other players that end up in scoring positions or be a contributor on defence. 

3.2 Early years  

Yolanda Meiring was an avid sportsperson from her early primary school days at Laerskool 

Protearif in the mining city of Krugersdorp and later in Pietermaritzburg, Natal (the present-

day KwaZulu-Natal), at Gerrit Maritz Primary. She excelled in athletics and netball at primary 

school level and played rugby with the boys for fun and to pass the time. She never formally 

played rugby at high school level, since Oos-Moot High School did not have a girls’ team. 

During her matric year, she played first team hockey, cricket, and softball and captained the 

girl’s athletics team. Meiring represented Gauteng Province in cricket and softball. After 

matriculating in 2001, she enrolled for a short course in Sport Management at the University 

of Pretoria and represented the university athletics team in the 400m hurdles. It was here that 
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her formal rugby career started as a 19-year-old at the Pretoria Rugby Club in 2002, without 

any foundational coaching or development. 

3.3 Club rugby years 

Whereas Ingrid Botha brought order and stability to club rugby, Mering showed flair and 

versatility. She played in backline positions, moving between fly-half to fullback to centre. It 

was a versatility that reflected a personality that earned her the nickname ‘Roids’. She got this 

nickname during a training session at Pretoria Rugby Club when one of her teammates jokingly 

said she “is so fast you must be using something in the form of an illegal substance, steroids.”252 

Since then, the name ‘Roids’ stuck. While clubs played the fifteens version until 2008, Meiring 

preferred to play fullback, because she could “see and read the game from this position better 

and contribute with strong attacking runs or kicks”.253 This is an indication of the level of game 

literacy that developed in South African women’s rugby by then. 

After an introduction to women’s club rugby at Pretoria Rugby club in 2002, Meiring moved 

to the Naka Bulls, in 2003. At her new club she played on the inside and outside centre positions 

and largely due to her contributions, the Naka Bulls reached the final game of the league 

tournament that year, against Tuks Ladies, which Naka Bulls lost 22-34.254 It was a 

disappointing loss since the Naka Bulls were the favourites. The loss came as a bit of a surprise 

for Meiring and her team, as the Naka Bulls were the favourite team to win and went into the 

final with an unbeaten record.255 

The following season, 2004, Meiring joined Tuks Ladies, where she remained until her 

retirement in 2013. Here at Tuks Ladies, Meiring proved to be a versatile player playing fly 

half, centre, and fullback. This versatility of being able to play in different positions equally 

affectively, became her trademark. That year Tuks Ladies won the fifteens provincial league 

competition against Harlequins, 20-11, for a second successive season. It was largely due to 

Meiring’s flair on the field.256  

Meiring’s rise to fame in women’s rugby circles started in the 2011 rugby season. The season 

started on a high note with the Pumas sevens tournament in Witbank, Mpumalanga (the present 
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day Emalahleni), where Meiring was a pivotal figure in the victory in the final match against 

the Pumas. Meiring was a key player in the international success of the 2011 season, mentioned 

in the opening chapter.  

Meiring was part of the 2012 Tuks Ladies team that played in the international tournament in 

Reunion where they lost to Madagascar in the semi-final. Meiring’s response reflects an old 

school Victorian amateur ethos of ‘being gracious in victory, humble in defeat’. She states: 

“Loosing is not always easy and if the referees also contribute to the loss due to unfair 

decisions, it makes it even worse, but it’s part of building a stronger character.”257 Meiring was 

also part of the 2012 Tuks Ladies expedition to Rome. 

During the 2012 and 2013 season Meiring represented South Africa in the national sevens team 

and was available for club representation to a limited extent. Club games for her was thus a 

scarcity and usually in the form of international contact. Thus, she travelled with Tuks Ladies 

to Dubai during the 2012 and 2013 seasons, only because she had no international 

commitments with the Springbok sevens team at the time. Meiring’s playing career at Tuks 

Ladies ended in 2013, after the club once again was crowned Plate Winners258 in the Dubai 

International Invitational tournament. 

Yolanda once made the comment during an interview for the magazine True to the Blue, that 

if it were not for Tuks Ladies, she would not have been a Springbok. The coaching was the 

foundation on which her rugby career was built.259 

3.4 Provincial rugby career 

Meiring was selected for the provincial Blue Bulls in the first year that she started playing at 

club level. She was thus part of the inaugural South African women’s inter-provincial 

tournament in 2002.260 For the duration of the 2003 season, Meiring played for the Blue Bulls. 

She was a key figure in the huge-margin victories that the Blue Bulls scored against the 

Griffons (138-0) and the Leopards (117-0).261 She was also pivotal player in the final game of 

 
257 Meiring, interview. 
258 Plate Competition - During a round robin format usually with 4 pools, the top 2 teams of each pool move to 

medal/trophy section with a knockout format. The losers of the Medal quarterfinals proceed to the Plate 

Competition. 
259 Liela Magnus, “Volbloed-Bok met Bloubul wortels,” True to the Blue-Official magazine of the Blue Bulls, 

May 1, 2009. 
260 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2003, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2003),419-421. 
261 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2004, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2004),416-418. 
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the 2003 season at the Loftus Versveld Stadium between the Blue Bulls and Eastern Province, 

ending in a convincing win of 39-0.262 

Meiring contributed greatly to the Blue Bulls’ success in 2004. That year the Bulls started the 

season with a 72-7 win over the Golden Lions, followed by a 48-3 win against KwaZulu Natal, 

and a 126-0 victory over the Falcons. Finally, there was another victory of 61-0 against the 

Golden Lions. For the rest of the season, the Bulls defeated the Falcons again (20-0) and 

Western Province (30-3). The Bulls defeated Eastern Province 48-0 in the final match of the 

season.263 

The Blue Bulls, largely inspired by the playing style of Meiring, showed their dominance once 

again during the 2005 season by winning all six their league games. The outstanding scores 

were the defeat of the Golden Lions (80-0) and KwaZulu Natal (58-0), with Meiring scoring 

two tries in the last game and setting up many of the other tries.264 Meiring was also 

instrumental in the convincing win of 22-3 over regular rivals Eastern Province. The year, 

2005, was an outstanding one for Meiring and the Blue Bulls when they became the first 

women’s team to win the inter-provincial women’s tournament thrice.265 

The establishment of a women’s sevens rugby provincial tournament in 2005, was a historic 

moment in South African women’s rugby. At the inaugural tournament, the Bulls won all four 

pool games, defeating the Lions 38-0 in the semi-finals and the Free State Cheetahs, 24-7 in 

the final. Meiring was part of this, and it paved the way for her Springbok sevens career.266 

Meiring was an integral part of the continued success that the Blue Bulls experienced also in 

2006. That year they scored 198 points in four games, only conceding seven tries and 43 points, 

while running up 34 tries. They played in the final against Western Province, defeating them 

69-13, so ensuring a fourth championship victory.267 The 2007 women’s rugby season was the 

one where Meiring created her myth of invincibility. That year, for the first time, Eastern 

Province claimed a 22-13 win over the Blue Bulls, after the latter team was leading 13-0 at half 

time in the final game of the season. This ended a spree of 33 successive victories for the Blue 

 
262 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2005),404-407. 
263 Yolanda Meiring, text message to MMW Louw, March 3, 2021. 
264 Karinda Basson, “Women’s Rugby,” Women’s Rugby, August 5, 2005, www.womensrugby.co.za 
265 Meiring, text message to Louw, March 3, 2021. 
266 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),404-407. 
267 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2007, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2007),148,248. 
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Bulls and denied them a fifth consecutive inter-provincial title.268 Meiring recalled the utter 

despondency after this loss.269 

The 2008 season was equally as desponding as the previous one for Meiring, since it was the 

first time since 2003 that the Bulls did not play in a final, losing 20-24 to the eventual 

champions, Eastern Province, during the semi-final.270 Meiring and her provincial team mates’ 

woes appeared to be over in 2009, when they defeated Western Province 10-0 on their home 

ground at Newlands Rugby Stadium and so qualified for the final, against Eastern Province.  

The Blue Bulls however lost 0-29 to Eastern Province.271 Meiring was absent from many 

provincial games in 2010 due to Springbok commitments and the Bulls could not qualify for 

any final games in tournaments in the seven- or fifteen-player versions.272 The same pattern 

continued in 2011, when the season started on a high note as the Bulls defeated Eastern 

Province 43-13. However, Eastern Province was victorious in the final with 29-18.273 It was 

only in 2012 that the Bulls won the inter-provincial sevens tournament, with Meiring being a 

pivotal player.274 In 2013 Meiring ended her provincial playing career and shifted her focus to 

coaching.   

3.5 International rugby career 

Yolanda Meiring’s induction into international rugby was in the historic 2004 test series against 

Wales, when she came on as a replacement during the second game in Pretoria, where the 

Springboks lost 15-16. Despite the loss, what mattered for Meiring was the patriotic emotion 

of the moment:  

To wear the Springbok on your chest is one of the feelings you can’t explain to anyone who 

hasn’t been in that position, I am very passionate about my country, it was a great honour 

to play in my first test.275 

 
268 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2008, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2008),416. 
269 Meiring, interview. 
270 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2008, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2008),396,397. 
271 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2010, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2010),385. 
272 Johan Jonck, “Bolan and EP take honours at the inter-provincial sevens,” Rugby15, November 8, 2010, 

http://www.rugby15.co.za/boland-and-ep-take-honours-at-inter-provincial-sevens/  
273 Anon, “Eastern Province crowned women’s rugby champions for 2011,” Rugby Search, September 14, 2011, 

https://www.rugbysearch.co.za/2011/eastern-province-crowned-women%E2%80%99s-rugby-champions-for-

2011/   
274 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2012, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2012),83. 
275 Meiring, interview. 
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Meiring was also part of the first South African rugby tour to England in 2005 as a substitute 

player.276 The following year she played fullback and scored a try in the second test match 

against the Netherlands in 2006. Meiring went on to play in four of the five games that South 

Africa lost during the first World Cup tournament in which South Africa participated and she 

did not contribute any points.277In 2007 she  was selected for the Emerging South African 

sevens team and only managed to contribute six points as a place kicker, during the 

tournament.278 Two years later,  the Springbok women were placed fourth in the world 

rankings, after losing 10-17 to Australia at the IRB Sevens World Cup tournament in Dubai. 

This boosted the morale of the team and Meiring recalls that the media and supporters gave the 

players positive remarks on different platforms. As an aside, she became a crowd favourite 

with a growing support base.279 However, Meiring was never judged on her own merit and 

during the Sevens World Cup Tournament that year, because of her kicking skills that seldom 

missed a kick to the posts, she was named rugby’s female Percy Montgomery.280 

In 2010 Meiring, selected as a fullback, was part of both fifteens Springbok squads for the 

Nations Cup and the IRB World Cup. It was a disastrous 2010 Nations Cup tournament, and 

although she was disappointed at the team’s poor performance, she could play in other 

positions, and she regarded it as a great learning opportunity for her international career.281 

That year she was also awarded the Player-of-the-Match award after a 38-0 Springbok victory 

over Kazakhstan in Dubai.282 

Meiring remembers clearly how the South African print media, unlike the previous year, 

portrayed the Springbok women’s performance in 2010: negatively and even derogatively. She 

referred to a particular newspaper report that shamed one of the large players for her build but 

ignored the reasons why the team was struggling.283 

Meiring played in the Nations Cup tournament in 2011 and was part of the South African team 

that won the CAR Sevens tournament in Botswana.284 The following year, after the successful 

 
276 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2008, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2008),396,397. 
277 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2007, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2007),148-153. 
278 Anon, “SA women’s sevens squad named for Kenya,” The Citizen, April 4, 2014, 

https://citizen.co.za/sport/south-african-sport/sa-rugby-sport/154891/sa-womens-sevens-squad-named-kenya/ 
279 Meiring, interview.  
280 Liela Magnus, “Volbloed-Bok met Bloubul wortels,” True to the Blue-Official magazine of the Blue Bulls, 

May 1, 2009. Percy Montgomery – Springbok rugby player, World Cup 2007 winner and South Africa’s record 

point-scorer with 893.  
281 Meiring, interview.  
282 Meiring, text message to Louw, March 3, 2021. 
283 Meiring, interview. 
284 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2012, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2012),152,153. 
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victory during the two-game series against the Nomads, Meiring retired from the 15-person 

game.285 After being named as most valued player of the series, she was awarded the Peyer 

Women’s Achiever of the Year286 at the annual South African Rugby Union Awards in Cape 

Town that year.287 The award was special for Meiring, who regards it as a reward for 10 years 

of  hard work.288 

Although the 2012 strategic woman’s rugby plan of SARU improved the standard of play, 

Meiring and others still did not receive contracts from the controlling organisation, but her 

gymnasium membership fees were paid for from then onwards.289  

Meiring ended her playing career in 2013 and started a career as a primary school educator.290 

She too cannot be regarded as an active feminist and speaks with admiration of her male 

Springbok coach Denver Wannies, who coached her in both formats of the game at national 

level. 

3.6 Celebrating Meiring’s historically significant performances 

Meiring represented South Africa in Springbok Women fifteens from 2004 to 2012, and the 

Springbok Women sevens from 2008 to 2013, played in four World Cup tournaments, two 

sevens and two fifteens. She was capped 28 times as a Springbok player in the fifteens game. 

Her all-time sevens series statistics indicate that she played 17 matches, scored 69 points, six 

tries, eighteen conversions, one penalty and got one yellow card.291 

Yolanda Meiring’s historical significance as a South African rugby legacy is captured in the 

words of Marijke Nel, a former Bulls player. 

Deception with freckles, a playmaker. There are players who just feel the game. It’s as if 

they know what's going to happen before anyone else does. If you add this anticipation to 

a player with one of the best side-steps in the game, you have a dangerous offensive 

weapon. And if that weapon has freckles, it’s even more deceiving since it covers up a false 

sense of innocence. Yolanda Meiring had the ability to create space on the rugby field by 

running lines near the ball carrier which created passing opportunities and put the defence 

in disarray. She had a variety of skills and a good measure of creativity. An array of 

 
285 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2013, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2013),102-104. 
286 Peyer Women’s Achiever of the Year – Springbok women’s award similar to the men’s Springbok player of 

the year. Sponsored by Peyer in 2012.  
287 Anon, “Meiring wins SARU achiever of the year,” GSport, November 2, 2012, https://gsport.co.za/meiring-

wins-saru-achiever-of-the-year/ 
288 Meiring, interview.  
289 Meiring, text message to Louw, March 3, 2021. 
290 Gouws Coetzee, “Women’s rugby star Meiring hangs up her boots,” Your Sport, June 16, 2013, 

https://yoursport.co.za/springbok-womens-star-meiring-hangs-up-her-boots/ 
291 Anon, “All time sevens series stats, Yolanda Meiring,” World Rugby HSBC Sevens series, accessed on 

January 15, 2021, https://www.world.rugby/sevens-series/player/womens/31497?lang=en 
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dummy-passes, several kicking options, and the ability to sell a side-step off either foot 

made her a nightmare to defend. Fortunately, we played in the same teams, and I learned 

how to profit from that creativity when it was on my side. Yolanda could create space for 

teammates by drawing defenders and opening gaps, then still manage to pull off 

extraordinary off-loads, even if she were already in the clutches of tacklers. She was a 

gifted athlete, who could play in any one of several positions - and whose natural talent and 

work ethic made her a huge asset to any team.292 

 

Meiring was an all-rounder player, who has been a key figure in women’s rugby during the last 

few years in both fifteens and sevens. She also was never rewarded with a contract during her 

playing career. As a first-generation South African national woman’s rugby player, she 

overcame the cultural and social odds stacked against her, leaving behind a rugby heritage for 

other women players to emulate. Her narrative thus contributes to the history of Springbok 

women’s rugby and gives a voice to future women’s rugby players and previous ones who were 

denied opportunities. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
292 Marijke Nel, text message to Louw, April 12, 2020. 
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4.1 Introduction  

Lorinda Brown is one of the earliest contracted female Springbok rugby players. One of her 

coaches, Renfred Dazel, nicknamed her ‘McGyver’ because “she always had a plan up her 

sleeve, on or off the field”. Similar to the television character, McGyver, who could plan and 

repair anything in an inventive way, Brown could essentially do that for her team, as a player 

and captain. She would, according to Dazel, “fight and look for solutions even if the situation 

looked dire”.293  

A common factor between Brown, Botha and Meiring is the male influence of as role models. 

Brown openly states that she watched her father play rugby and drew her love for the game 

from him.294 Later, it was her class teacher, a man, who challenged the class to participate in a 

rugby training session and with her competitive nature, she accepted.  

4.2 Early years  

Brown attended the Ellen Olivier Primary School in Middelburg, an institution that offered 

netball and athletics as sport codes for girls. The school promoted these codes with the ethos 

of character building and to keep children busy after school. After primary school she attended 

Highschool in Middelburg at Middelland Senior Secondary School, situated in a living area 

that was segregated during the apartheid era for people classified as ‘coloured’. This school 

also offered netball and athletics.  

The school had a boys’ rugby club that played in the local competitions. Coaches of this team 

assisted the girls at Middelland Senior Secondary with rugby skills, but they played for the 

Middelburg Stormers Club as the school did not provide them with competition space.  

4.3 Club rugby years 

Lorinda Brown started her formal rugby career at Middelburg Stormers Rugby Club in 2000, 

as a 17-year-old midfield centre. It was a new club that was established that year with only one 

rugby ball. The club was known for its physical play and the coach remembers Brown’s 

tackling ability: she broke the collarbone of a player from Victoria West during one game.295 

Brown captained the team until she left the club in December 2003. She holds the club record 

for the most tries in one game, a total of six, and again scored six tries against Steytlerville 

 
293 Lorinda Brown, interview with MMW Louw, March 15, 2020.  
294 Brown, interview. 
295 Johnny Padda, text message to MMW Louw, June 23, 2021. 
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Dolphins296 in a league game. Her legacy lives on in the club as being the first Springbok rugby 

player from there. She was thus awarded the Sport Women of the year at the club from 2001 

to 2003. 

Middelburg Stormers played in the Eastern Province Club structure and was placed third for 

the three years that Brown was a member. She captained the club to victory during the 2002 

Eastern Province sevens tournament. Brown then moved to Uitenhage in 2004 and joined the 

local club, Garden’s Rugby Club for one season. She is one of two Springbok women’s rugby 

players from the club, Marie-Lee Erasmus is the other player. 

The following year, 2004, she was approached by the Port Elizabeth Crusaders team coach, 

Franklin Hector to join his club. She did, excelled as centre and was named Sport Women of 

the year in 2004 and 2005. Brown returned to Middelburg Stormers until her retirement in 

2016.  

4.4. Provincial rugby career 

Brown was selected for the provincial side, Eastern Province, in 2002, captaining the side from 

2007 until 2009. Brown contributed greatly to the success of the team in 2002 with wins against 

the Golden Lions (12-10), Blue Bulls (7-5) and Western Province (10-5).297 

For the duration of the 2003 season, Brown played for her provincial side Eastern Province. 

She played in six matches as centre, from April until October when Eastern Province won five 

matches and drew one. These were impressive victories of spectacular games against Western 

Province (17-15), South Western Districts (72-7), Border (17-17), Free State (19-8), 

Griqualand West (98-0) and Boland (47-0). Although the Eastern Province team was showing 

signs of progress with Brown performing spectacularly, they could not defeat the Bulls in the 

final of the Inter-Provincial Women’s Tournament that year, losing 0-39.298  

The 2004 season was another successful one for the Eastern Province, with Brown as a centre 

player again, winning most of their games against Western Province (27-0), Border (27-10), 

South Western Districts (47-0), Border (17-5) and South Western Districts (61-0). They lost 

 
296 Steytlerville Dolphins – Rugby union club team in the Karoo town of Steytlerville with both male and female 

teams playing in the local Eastern Province rugby union.  
297 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2003, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2003),419-421. 
298 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2004, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2004),416,417. 
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against Western Province (12-13) and the most important game of the season, the final match 

against the Bulls (0-48).299 

The 2005 season was a repeat of the previous year where the Eastern Province team won five 

of their six games in the inter-provincial league, but losing against the Bulls, the winner of 

Section One, in the final game. Regrettably for Lorinda and the team of the Eastern Province, 

they lost the final 3-22.300 

In 2006 Eastern Province could only secure two wins and could not proceed further than the 

play-off rounds. This could be due to Brown’s absence who suffered an injury early in the 

season where she broke her nose and missed most of the fifteen’s games. She did however 

recover in time for the inter-provincial sevens tournament later in the year when she 

represented the Eastern Province A-side, as the Mighty Elephants despatched two teams during 

the inter-provincial sevens tournament. The provincial side performed better in the shorter 

version during the 2006 season, securing a 15-10 win during the semi-finals against rivals, the 

Bulls, and eventually winning the tournament by defeating Boland (38-21), to be crowned 

inter-provincial sevens champions after a 38-21 win against Boland.301 

Lorinda Brown captained the Eastern Province team. It was a captaincy that did not start off 

well when the Eastern Province lost against the Bulls (13-16) and Border (7-18). Under 

Brown’s captaincy, the Eastern Province side regained their composure and defeated South 

Western Districts (100-0), Western Province (19-14) and Border (58-19). The last score was 

the semi-final match of the inter-provincial tournament, qualifying them to play against the 

Bulls in the final match. History seemed to be repeated as the Eastern Province side was trailing 

0-13 at half time. However, under Brown’s inspirational captaincy, Eastern Province won (22-

13) with Lorinda scoring the final try.302 

This success continued as the 2008 season started with a win for Brown and Eastern Province. 

They defeated Kwazulu-Natal 38-13.  However, with a 0-17 loss against Border, it appeared 

as if Brown and her team might not defend their title successfully. After a narrow win of 24-

20, over the Blue Bulls in the semi-finals, they secured a place in the final against Border, 

whom they defeated 32-8. This victory gave Eastern Province their second inter-provincial 

 
299 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),404-408. 
300 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2006, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2006),395,396. 
301 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2007, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2007),148,248. 
302 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2008, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2008),416. 
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title.303 This and other such performances, being a leading try scorer for Eastern Province 

during the inter-provincial sevens tournament held at the then Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 

University (now Nelson Mandela University), resulted in her being named Player of the 

Tournament.304 

In 2009 the Eastern Province won the inter-provincial title, defeating the Bulls 29-0. This was 

Eastern Province’s third win in a row since 2007, with Brown playing on the centre position 

and captaining the side. She was also the top try scorer during the inter-provincial sevens 

tournament.305  

The 2010 season was Women’s World Cup year, but it was not a good season for the Eastern 

Province, since 12 of its players formed part of the World Cup squad. The Western Province 

took full advantage and won the inter-provincial trophy for the first time while Eastern 

Province was unable to reach the final.306Brown’s absence was the determining factor in 

Eastern Province’s previous poor performance. During the sevens inter-provincial tournament 

held in Cape Town later that year, Brown and other Springbok players were back on duty for 

the Eastern Province that won the tournament.307 The 2010 season would have ended very 

successful for Brown who was selected for an international player exchange programme by the 

Belfast Harlequins Rugby Club to represent them during their domestic season. She had to turn 

down the offer due to her pregnancy.  

After a two-year break, Brown represented Eastern Province in the inter-provincial sevens 

tournament in 2013 in Kimberley. Here she started finding form again.308 Brown was 

instrumental in securing a 66-7 victory over South Western District (SWD) the following year. 

The Eastern Province reached the semi-finals of the 2014 inter-provincial sevens tournament 

but lost against the Bulls.309 Lorinda was one of the sevens players who received a contract in 

 
303 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2009, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2009),396,397. 
304 Anon, “EP on top at SA Sevens,” Sport24, November 8, 2009, EP on top at SA Sevens | Sport (news24.com) 
305 Duane Heath, Eddie Grieb, SA Rugby Annual 2010, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union,2010),384,385. 
306 Johan Jonck, “Women’s domestic season kicks off with rematch of 2010 final,” Rugby15, June 30, 2011, 

http://www.rugby15.co.za/womens-domestic-season-kicks-off-with-rematch-of-2010-final/  
307 Johan Jonck, “Boland and EP take honours at Inter-Provincial Sevens,” Rugby15, November 8, 2010, 

http://www.rugby15.co.za/boland-and-ep-take-honours-at-inter-provincial-sevens/ 
308 I Nel, “SARU Sevens Interprovincial Championship results,” Rugby15, November 2, 2013, 

http://www.rugby15.co.za/saru-sevens-interprovincial-championship-results/ 
309 SARU Communications, “Border to battle EP XV for rugby IP home semi,” GSport, June 14, 2014, 

https://gsport.co.za/border-to-battle-ep-xv-for-rugby-ip-home-semi/ 
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2014.310 In 2015 and 2016, the year that Brown retired from rugby, she was playing 

international rugby.311 

4.5. International rugby career 

Brown’s international career kicked off in 2003 when she represented the SA President’s XV 

Women’s team, that participated in the once-off game against the England Development 

Women’s team, mentioned previously. It was a disappointing entry into international rugby, 

since they lost 0-45.312 This event showed that the SARU administration was not yet of the 

mind-set that women could also be an integral part of the South African rugby landscape. 

Brown confirms Ingrid Botha’s earlier remark that the jerseys and shorts were too big for the 

women as they were handed a kit that was sponsored for the men’s team.313 

Brown’s dedication to the game paid off when she was selected for the successful Springbok 

women’s side that embarked on their first overseas tour to England and Wales in 2005. All 

three players in this study, Brown, Botha and Meiring, were part of this team. During 2006, 

however, Brown sustained an injury that resulted in her not being selected for the test series 

against the Netherlands or the World Cup tournament. Her fortunes changed in 2007 and she 

was selected for the victorious Emerging South Africa sevens team that played in the CAR 

sevens tournament in Uganda. Brown, scoring a try on the first day, was thus part of the 

Emerging South Africa sevens team who won their second title at this tournament.314 

Brown, who was named the Springbok Women’s player of the year in 2008, was in peak form 

that year and was included in the South African team against the Nomads, alongside Botha and 

Meiring, as an outside centre under the new coach, Denver Wannies. The Springboks stunned 

the Nomads by winning both games (40-34 and 29-0), with Brown setting up two tries for 

fellow Springbok, Aimee Barrett, in the first game. Brown was also part of the sevens team 

that won the CAR sevens tournament, for the third time, and qualified for the inaugural IRB 

Women’s Sevens World Championship the following year.315 Despite these achievements, 

women’s rugby remained slighted by a dominant male South African rugby culture. Brown 

 
310 Anon, “‘Watershed’ moment for SA women’s sevens,” World Rugby, January 29, 2014, 'Watershed' moment 

for SA Women's Sevens | Rugby World Cup 
311 Brown, interview.  
312 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2005, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2005),403. 
313 Brown, interview. 
314 Brown, interview. 
315 Andy Colquhoun, SA Rugby Annual 2008, (Cape Town: SA Rugby Union, 2008),146,147.  
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recalls that a very proud moment for her and a highlight in her rugby career, was receiving the 

player of the year award, although she was the only female player at the awards ceremony.316 

In 2009 Brown made her World Cup debut as a member of the Springbok women’s sevens 

team in Dubai, that reached the semi-final rounds. It was a team that was focused on their game 

plans and played attacking rugby, according to Brown. It was therefore a disappointment when 

they lost 10-19 to Australia in the semi-final rounds and were eventually placed fourth 

overall.317 Brown also represented South Africa in the fifteens format at the Nations Cup in 

Canada, where they failed to register any wins.  

Then, Brown was also part of the 2010 international Springbok experience and captained the 

team against Australia. After this season, Brown withdrew from international rugby due to her 

pregnancy and returned only in 2013. She was initially not selected for the national team. It 

was only after an injury to Nosiphiwo Goda during the World Cup sevens tournament in 

Moscow, that she was selected.318 The initiative to award women contracts in 2014 changed 

the face of women’s rugby in South Africa and meant that players like Lorinda Brown could 

contemplate playing rugby as a career, which she did, returning as captain of the national team 

and retaining captaincy until her retirement in 2016. That year she was part of the Springbok 

team that played the Nomads and the French national side. Brown however did not contribute 

any points to the Springboks’ performances. After the disastrous Springbok 2014 fifteens 

World Cup tournament, which she captained, she was also part of the Hong Kong sevens squad, 

but not as captain. Brown turned her attention to the sevens version in 2015. She participated 

in all the games that the Springboks played in the 2015 season but did not score any points. 

However, in the 2016 Hong Kong sevens match against Japan, Brown, ran in a 60m try, 

dispelling the taunts of other players of being an ouma (grandmother) when it comes to keeping 

up with the pace of play. She had an outstanding 2016 season, with three tournament wins that 

year, ending a distinguished international rugby career of thirteen years. 

4.6. Celebrating Brown’s performances 

 
316 Lorinda Brown, text message to MMW Louw, February 16, 2021.  
317 Brown, text message Louw, February 16, 2021. 
318 SARU Communications, “Bokke to Emulate 2009 Glory at Moscow RWC7s,” GSport, June 20, 2013, 

gsport4girls - Bokke to Emulate 2009 Glory at Moscow RWC7s 
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Lorinda Brown’s performance is recognised by other players such as Marijke Nel, who stated 

in 2005: 

Mighty Mouse, Lorinda Brown often got frowns in response if it was mentioned that she 

was a rugby player. People were surprised that she, with her slight built, could hold her 

own in a violent contact sport. But from humble origins she made it all the way to the 

Springbok Women's Team and proved her mettle on an international stage. She loved being 

underestimated. It drove her to put extra thuds into tackles, especially when she was 

bringing down players who were much heavier and taller than her. When asked if she was 

not afraid of the big forwards, she quipped to me that they’re easier to catch and they have 

further to fall.  A true team player, she was the first one to come up in defence of teammates 

who were in compromised positions, both on and off the field. She did not need the 

limelight. On the contrary, she would always find ways to give others the credit for any 

praise she received. If things were ever looking grim on the field, one needed only to look 

over at her to see a never-die spirit which would lighten the mood and invigorate 

discouraged teammates.319 

Despite this kind of respect that Brown has from fellow Springboks, she, like other women 

players, and her performances remain under valued by the male-dominated South African 

rugby authorities. Just as with the other two Springbok women’s rugby players, Brown received 

her Springbok cap three years after she retired from the game.320 Her Springbok career spanned 

from 2005 to 2010 with the Springbok women fifteens and again from 2012 to 2016.  

This makes her part of the small cohort South African women who pioneered women’s rugby 

in South Africa, laying a foundation that gives young girls and women the opportunity to wear 

the green and gold jersey and become a Springbok rugby player. Today young South African 

girls can dream about possibilities of playing on the international stage at World Cups, 

Commonwealth Games and the Olympic Games. From humble beginnings at a local club in 

Midros, to the international rugby stage, from national team training camps to a contracted 

SARU rugby player, Lorinda Brown overcame many obstacles leaving behind a rugby legacy.  

 

 

 

 
319 Marijke Nel, text message to Louw, April 4, 2020.  
320 Brown, interview. 
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5.1 Introduction  

The study reconstructed performance narratives of three Springbok women’s rugby players 

between 2002 and 2016, to prove their historical significance within the context of the broader 

South African and international rugby landscape. The performance narratives of these three 

Springbok women, in this study, start a discourse of addressing the void that exists in 

biographical research about Springbok women’s rugby history. This void refers to the 

unmapped African women’s rugby history landscape that needs historical intervention. The 

current South African woman’s rugby team has become highly mobile with an international 

profile. Gradually women are being recognised for their achievements, although their status 

remain far inferior to men. These narratives intend to enhance women rugby player’s status by 

creating points of reference for the crafting of future Springbok biographical narratives. These 

narratives show that women, despite an absence from or marginalisation in mainstream South 

African rugby history literature, have a contemporary performance-based rugby history and 

can, with a great deal of certainty, make a case for historical significance. The narratives in this 

study have also shown that women’s rugby is not free from accusations of favouritism in team 

selection, which opens the door for discourses on hegemony as part of women’s rugby culture 

in South Africa. Future studies could therefor explore methodologies that investigate 

biographies that utilise relational narratives where the ‘significant others’ play important roles 

in the narrative.   

There is sufficient media data to celebrate historically significant performances of South 

African women’s rugby players. Equally available is material that could be used for analyses 

of dramatic victories and losses that could move women’s rugby away from just being an 

appendage to the male version. This will hopefully help shift a South African mind-set that has 

made male rugby the standard reference point for the game. Here one can reflect on the account 

where the women’s national team was fitted with male kit. Also, the abundant media coverage 

given to the 2010 World Cup soccer event in South Africa was not comparable to the 

international women’s rugby tournament the same year. The performances narratives in this 

study also showed examples of women being slighted, that is taken as natural in male society.  

The three players under investigation had deep significance for the foundation and shaping of 

women’s rugby during their playing careers, in that they were part of the foundational legacy 

of women’s rugby in South Africa. Their entry into the game was from a disadvantaged 

position. None of the three had exposure to school rugby where they could have been exposed 
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to coaching, national tournaments, school derbies and specialised academies, as their male 

counterparts had been. They only started playing at club level, the implication of this is that the 

feeding base for women’s rugby in South Africa was from club level and not school level as 

with the men. This is also reflected in the article The state of women’s rugby union in South 

Africa: Recommendations for long-term participant development,321 that at junior level (U6 to 

U18) in women’s rugby in South Africa there is no consistent participation, and that most 

provincial unions focus on the U16 and U18 tournaments organised by SARU, less than half 

of these unions introduce rugby to young girls. The Black Ferns of New Zealand’s success can 

be accredited with the grassroots development programme, Rippa Rugby, which is a safe, non-

contact version for both boys and girls from the age of five, with long-term participant 

development and competition for girls from 5 to 18 years.322 Future research could investigate 

what models exist or can be created for developing women’s talent starting with schoolgirl 

rugby.  

5.2 Conclusions 

Their performance narrative shows that these women have accumulated a statistically 

significant record of number of matches played, points scored, championship titles, awards 

won and more, that warrants further study. Their performance narratives are also revealing of 

emergent issues in modern South African rugby history. It shows how women’s rugby is still 

not on par with men when it comes to status, contracts, medical coverage, and public attention. 

Further, it also shows how South African women players had not made political protest these 

inequalities. In fact, it shows how the women have internalised male ways of being, e.g., 

playing styles, use of male terminology (e.g., Bulls) and accommodate anti-feminist 

terminology (e.g., Tuks Ladies). They even use male role models and have not raised any 

concerns about the lack of female coaches. This can be attributed to the lack of women’s rugby 

player representation. Philip Coetzee also states that there are more male coaches than females, 

that attend coaching courses, during the period under review.323 South African women’s rugby 

has not taken to feminist actions and their demands centre around the acquiring of professional 

contracts. It could thus be argued that South African women players have not evolved to a stage 

 
321 M, Posthumus, “The state of women's rugby union in South Africa: Recommendations for long-term 

participant development,” in South African Journal of Sports Medicine 25, no.1 (2013):31. The state of women's 

rugby union in South Africa : recommendations for long-term participant development : review | South African 

Journal of Sports Medicine (journals.co.za) 
322 Anon, “Rugby Union,” Kidspot, accessed September 29, 2021, All about rugby union | School | Kidspot 
323 Philip Coetzee, email message to Louw, March 4, 2021.  
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of radical political consciousness, leaving them politically vulnerable. The study attempted to 

fill the void in research about Springbok women’s rugby history and created a point of 

reference for the creation of future Springbok women’s rugby players narratives.  

All of this indicates that that the reconstruction of performance narratives of historically 

significant women rugby players is a necessity if there is any intent of placing women’s rugby 

on the same footing as the male version.  

 

Table 1. The three women’s rugby players international fifteens statistics.  

Player Matches  Test Matches World Cups Captain Points 

(T, C, P) * 

Ingrid Botha 11 10 1 2 5 –1 T 

Yolanda 

Meiring  

28 24 2 - 34-1T, 7C, 5P 

Lorinda Brown 23 20 2 2 20 -4T 

Note: *T-Try; C-Conversion; P-Penalty 

Source: Data from Grieb (2021) 

 

Table 2. Yolanda Meiring’s and Lorinda Brown’s international sevens statistics.  

Player Matches World Cups Points (T, C, P) * 

Yolanda Meiring 17 2 69-6T, 18C, 1P 

Lorinda Brown 16 2 10- 2T 

Note: *T-Try; C-Conversion; P-Penalty 

Source: Data from World Rugby HSBC Sevens Series (2021) 
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ADDENDUM A 

PARTICIPATION INFORMED CONSENT 

 

STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

Dear Participant 

My name is Ms. Natascha Louw and I am a MSc student in Sport Science, and I would like to invite you to 

participate in a research project entitled Reconstructing performance narratives of three historically significant 

South African women rugby players in the 21st century. 

Please take some time to read the information presented here, which will explain the details of this project and 

contact me if you require further explanation or clarification of any aspect of the study. Also, your participation 

is entirely voluntary, and you are free to decline to participate.  If you say no, this will not affect you negatively 

in any way whatsoever.  You are also free to withdraw from the study at any point, even if you do agree to take 

part. 

Reconstructing performance narratives of three historically significant South African woman rugby players in the 

21st century, will focus on the following key phrases:  

• Reconstructing history 

• Performance narratives 

• Historically significance 

• South African woman rugby players 

Research question: How do women gain historical significance in a male dominant sport?  

Motivation for the study:  

• Disrupt male dominant storyline and viewpoints. 

• To tell SA women’s rugby history 

Research Methodology: 

Interviews will be conducted that focus on your performance stories and archival visits will be done (documents, 

books, newspapers, etc.)  
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Other considerations: 

• Potential for negative experiences or risk of harm: interviews can be inconvenient or time consuming. 

• Documents will be kept in a locked safe to which myself and the supervisor will have access to. 

Participants will have free access to the documents on request. Participants will be notified if or when 

information will be used for future research projects or purposes.  

• Participation and withdrawal, making clear that participation is completely voluntary and withdrawal at 

any time during the research study can occur without any negative consequences; participants can choose 

not to answer certain questions and still remain in the study 

• There will be no financial gain for participating in this study 

 

To summarize: The study will use key phrases as mentioned to guide the study. Interviews with structured 

questionnaires to look at your performance as a Springbok women’s rugby player will be conducted. This will 

determine in which manner you contributed in a historically significant way to South African woman’s rugby.  

If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel free to contact. 

Ms. Natascha Louw at 082 334 5613; email: natascha.l@live.com  

Supervisor: Dr. FJ Cleophas 021 808 4724; email: fcleophas@sun.ac.za  

Co-supervisor: Prof. Wilbur Kraak. 021 808 2379; email: kjw@sun.ac.za  

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS: You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue 

participation without penalty.  You are not waiving any legal claims, rights or remedies because of your 

participation in this research study.  If you have questions regarding your rights as a research participant, contact 

Ms Maléne Fouché [mfouche@sun.ac.za; 021 808 4622] at the Division for Research Development. 

You have right to receive a copy of the Information and Consent form. 

If you are willing to participate in this study please sign the attached Declaration of Consent and print the 

document, sign and email it back to the following email: natascha.l@live.com 

DECLARATION BY PARTICIPANT 

By signing below, I …………………………………..………………. agree to take part in a research study 

entitled……… ……………….   and conducted by …… (Name of Researcher) 

  

I declare that: 

• I have read the attached information leaflet and it is written in a language with which I am fluent 

and comfortable. 

• I have had a chance to ask questions and all my questions have been adequately answered. 

• I understand that taking part in this study is voluntary and I have not been pressurised to take part. 

• I may choose to leave the study at any time and will not be penalised or prejudiced in any way. 
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• I may be asked to leave the study before it has finished, if the researcher feels it is in my best 

interests, or if I do not follow the study plan, as agreed to. 

• All issues related to privacy and the confidentiality and use of the information I provide have been 

explained to my satisfaction. 

 

Signed on …………....………... 

 

 ...................................................................................  

Signature of participant 

 

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR  

I declare that I explained the information given in this document to __________________ [name of the 

participant] [He/she] was encouraged and given ample time to ask me any questions. This conversation was 

conducted in [Afrikaans/*English/*Xhosa/*Other] and [no translator was used/this conversation was translated 

into ___________ by _______________________] 

________________________________________  ______________ 

Signature of Investigator     Date 
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